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INThOI UCTION

On first consideration, £ Critical Study of the Develo

pment of Elementary Mathematical Pedagogy in Massachusetts

may seem to be interesting but unimportant because of its em-

phasis on the oast.

entirely in

Many of us with our mind

the present dc overlook the importance of the last few cen-

turies in the moulding oi our institutions.
tural attitude.

This is a na-

However, in our schools we are, whether we

like it or not, transmitting the heritage of the past.

If

we are to judge .hat part of that heritage is important, we

must know what has been considered noteworthy

by

educators

of the past, and the reasons for their preferences.
we can decide

v;hat is

Then

fitting for our own society.

The writer first tried to develop a mathematical peda-

gogy by reading modern works in

i-he

field.

Because of many

conflicts and contradictions therein, she found this process very confusing.

The most intelligent solution of the

problem seemed to be an historical analysis of the theories
and practices in the teaching of mathematics during the

last three hundred years.

This period

ftos

somewhat arbitrarily into seven sections:

been divided
(i)

The

Colonial Period (1620-1770), (2) The Transition (17761820),

(o)

Pestalozai (1820-1837), (4) Horace Mann (iSc7-

1880),

(0)

The Beginnings of the Scientific Attitude

(I3o0-19x0),

(b)

The Scientific Era (1910-1925),

Summary and Conclusions.

(7)

Throughout there has been an

2

ffort to analyze social and educational conditions which
seemed pertinent to the development of mathematics in the
schools.

This has been followed with a discussion of the

subject matter used and the method of its presentation.
Many old texts and periodicals have been consulted,
as well as >«orks by representative men in the field of

mathematical pedagogy.
plete, but ha.

The work is necessarily incom-

been most beneficial to the wr ter.

us hope that it may be to some few others.

Let

THE COLONIAL PERIOD
i.

Some Important Influences

The Mas achusetts Bay Colony was founded in 1630. Every

child upon entering our public schools has the enormous im-

portance of that fact Impressed upon him.

This emphasis

takes place because it has long been considered the proper
task of our educational system to idealize the founding of
our country.

Consequently, inconsistencies and half truths

have crept into the average American
early history of this nation.

1

s

conception of the

Considering this fact, the

writer thought it excusable to review soma important influences on life in Massachusetts from 1630 to 1775.

Probably the three greatest factors in the ore-revolu-

tionary history of the Massachusetts Bay Colony were:
1.

The geographical environment.

2.

The Puritan movement in England.

5.

The Mercantile Theory.

Undoubtedly, it was the first two which had such different
bearing on future educational development, so the writer
v

ill aiscuss these j^mewhat in aetail.
The story of the early beginnings of any people is

usually that of a series of struggles against the environ-

ment

>n6 the

tale of its effect u:>on them.

less true in New England.

This was no

Here there Is a very severe cli-

mate where, even at the present time, it is hard to

4.

withstand the winters.

It was much worse around 1620, when men

were trying to convert a wilderness into a home.

There vas

little time for frivolity or any patronage of the arts.

One

is wont to speculate as to what would have become of our first

settlers if they had colonized Virginia or Georgia instead of
the land in the North.

Would such a pleasing climate have

lessened their environmental struggles and led to an early flowering of American culture?

Such a result might seem to be

logical, but many feel that the tendency toward easy living

would have presented a conflict to the fundamental spirit of
the Puritan.
In nearly aii the books published prior to 1910 concerning

early New England, our Puritan fathers are described as models

of propriety anc learning.
ter in detail.

The

terra

Let us proceed to

lo;;k

into the mat-

Puritanism Is applied to both Separa-

tists and Non-conformists because, although they had the

Af-

ferent historical backgrounds, there developed in both these
sects a very similar philosophy.

The \>hole group resulted

primarily from the Reformation which taught "the responsibility of the individual to God both for his own life -nd that of
1

others."

History has shown us that the Puritans had no con-

flicts with the concept of -n established church, but merely
.ith the particular established church in Kngland,

They wished

to alter this religious system so that it would serve their

purposes.

When this became impossible,

thy

revolted.

These

people were striving lor independence, but not for freedom or

toleration in religion. This is demonstrated by the fact that
there was no religious toleration in the Puritan colony in
I.

No. 1, page 67

New England later.
It is often remarked that there were many clergymen of

high education and broad vision in the Puritan group.

Recent

historical works seem to refute this claim, showing that of the
231 Puritan clergymen in England about 1610, 176 had no university degree and only 51 had anything better than a master's
i

_

The leaders were not among the intellectual elite of

degree.

England, but they did succeed in eliminating some of the current

social evils.

A sombre mode of living vas substituted for the

overhearty enjoyment of life which characterize'

their predecessor

The Puritan religious philosophy was steeped in Calvinism

which taught that:
1.

"God not only foresaw the fall of man, and the ruin
of posterity in him, but arranged ill by the determin-

ation of his own will."
2.

"God chose certain individuals as his elect to be

saved from all eternity by his gratuitous mercy, ir-

respective of human merit.

The rest he condemned
2.

by a just and irreprehensible Judgment."

However happiness was achieved through this system, because the
Puritans considered themselves the elect of God.
In New England, every effort was made to have the community

life and government administrated by these same elect.

They had

no sympathy with the political indepenaence of the individual

and they condemned both vehemently.
The sum total of these attitudes may well be called

1.
2.

No. 1, page ¥S#
No. i, page 170; page 149.

page 5, continued...

'uritanisfc.

Coupled with absolute separation from European

oriculture, it resulted in some stultification and lack of

ginality of thought.

6.

ii.

The Schools in the Massachusetts Bay Colony
Because of the Puritans 1 strong belief in the individual's
dfcty

to God, it is natural they insisted upon the early estab-

lishment of schools,

So it is natural that they should sodel

their educational system upon the only one they knew, the English.

The earlie t refer once to a

j

ublie school la to be found in

the uiinutes of the to*n meeting at Boston on April IS, 16*5, at

»hich it *N»a generally agreed upon that brother Mr. Philemon
Porfflont

should be entreated to bee me schoolmaster for the tea1«

ching and nurturing of children with us."

This was the begin-

ning of the Boston Latin School which was a true Latin

fc-chool,

well exhibiting their limited curriculum of Latin ana Greek.
Mot until «all after the Revolution uid they offer mathematics.
Pupils were allowed to enter at the age of nine anc enjoyed
leave
a concentrated course in the classics until they chose to
or enter Harvard College.
w**re

Soon after 1635 Similar schools

founded in other parts of the state.
In 16?;6, Joan Harvard upon his death

en--

owed Harvard Col-

lege which was an added impetus to the Latin School.
The first movement toward compulsory education came with

the law passed ty the General Court in 1648, generally known
as «Ye Oide Deluder Satan Acte", wnich provided
t

.-noses

i.

that "the

men of the town are to see that parents train their

No. 12 Forward.

7.

children in learning, labor and
pr- >sentment

t

.

the

^ .na

ew.,.-ioyment

and, if not, upon

jury, or other information of their

neglect, the said townsmen are subject to fine.

They may ia-

oae fines upon such p rents as refuse to give account of their
chiln ten's education.

'Vith

the consent of two magistrates

they h ve the power to put for a,

,-r

.ntice .-uch children whose

parents -re not abre and fit to bring them up."
The nest legai provision oi importance came in 1647 when

the General Court decreed; "It is therefore ordered that every

township in the jurisdiction, after the Lord hath increased
their,

,

;.

to the
:.nt

.

number of fifty householders, shall then forewith

one within their

tov.n to te

ch

.

..

such children as

shall resort to him, whose wages shall be paid either by the
parent.s or ma. ters of nuch children, or by the inhabitants in

general, by the way of

Blip ply

,

as the aa jorpart of those that
*

order the prudential of the town shall appoint; provider those
that send their children be not oppressed by paying more than
they

cm

have then taught in other towns; and it furtner or-

es red, that

v

here any town shall increase to

1-J

families or

house-holders, they shall set up a grammar school the master
tnereof being able to instruct the youth so far as they may be
fitted for the university; provided that if any town neglect
the performance hereof above one year th
pay five

ound.s to the

t

every such town shall,

next school til! they shall .erforx. the

oroer."
This seems to im iy

..

division between upper and lower

schools, but the lower school failed to co l5 e Into existence
i

.

So . 18

Forward

The first writing school

until the 1 otter part of the century.

Boston was not forsed until "Soveaber 1, 1604 a* Prison

Us

Lane"/ "fixe traditional
writing

an<

mf*m

f

of the writing school consisted of

Usually, these

arithmetic.

The;;e schools

instruction ppjfitpi'l in the records.
completely primary in natur

.

,

M

Some representative

awfraaifl irtfWWWrt ares

mother
Tills

ty.oe

1.

Decham

l^b£

2.

Dover

lo56

S.

Riaghas 1S70

4.

r^ymmth 1S&3

5.

liatertown

HM

of early colonial school was the Daae School.

opportuwas important only because it furnished the first

nity for the e •-'.ucatior. of girls.

The rudisacnts of spelling,

r.saing in the He* England Priaer, 0*3

otic touched upon.
fc«

mmm

i

iiMM

-The
of

elf*-

impi

of

were

writing or arita-

M
MMM

erne

The following oescriotim

cover the luuai situations

atf&fei in l'?9o,

MM CathecnUa

Karely

dec in the course of instruction.
,

sere not

the entrance roquir useats said

that the children nu^t know how to road.
cUtes of

the only subjects of

are-

adequately
Field, tne

chixesren lor twvnty-two

cents a wet*. She
»ee*s of the warn season," and charged faor
children well }. her own
educated her own children wells her own
of the ftttrt <eneradaughter, Joanna, was the noted .cho.^rn
energy tftf versatility.
tion. Mro. Field was a woman of g*eat
the Indians at
BesMes keying sehc-1, she aade shirts for

eightpence each,

*i*»t*» per

isadc

air,

children.
I.

C.

So. is Forward-,,
Bo- 4, page

no

breeches for Ensign Field at one shilling

magged tor

M

household With four young

Howwrsjy

ill.

The Teachers In Massachusetts before 1730.

There

,,re

aany evidences that in the Colonial Period
Far instance, Governor

there r^s a scarcity of schoolmaster; .

'There is great
Dudley writes to his son in England In 1642,
i.

•

want of tchooleasters hereabouts"
the importance

On© of the r en sons for this condition
of the church in New England at this tine.

dominant

n

The church

w;>s

work
the siinistry MHI looked upon as the natural

of the college graduate.

Little -gnity was accorded the

schoolmaster, sad little eneouragenent.
economic one.
Another reason for the few teachers was en
in goods—was >u^, bulHis salary was low* Often he was >aid
legal tender. Payment
lets, cattle or oven shoes serving as
t

,-oiada ocr annum.
in silver varied fross twenty to sixty
were often
Consequently, thosm who femes** schoolmasters

unintwlUg.nt and shiftlw»*.

*

fist

«W ***

of the* WOTS

who taught until they
the young college students or graduates
profession. One si these
were able to enter a more desirable
School in Worcester
was John Adams who taught at the §**«**
2.

far three years.
es ions! duties
The colonial teacher had many non-prof

2.

So. 2, page

1 1.

10.

such a* Jigging graves and leading the Sunday choir.

aiwio titles sere suaewhat

these

& eoapeteat teacher could

The classic

e.xafi»j.

hoi...

compensate-;

fey

However,

the fact that

his ...osition as long as he wished.

ie cX this was fc&ekiel Che*5ver *«ao served lor

^eveat years.
The f©lining quotation describes

Xord about

rn#

f

who has some

B Browned

aoovot

lay

oi

&

schooiaaster in Bcs-

the characteristics aeatioaed

the stai end the heat while cultivating his

urahle acres,, his hands like the sturdy yeootn rather than the

schoolmaster, his gestures and walk betokening the fliwii]Tng

position riaich he holds ... .all are brought to our eyes ehlle
hear nia affira that g-e-s i$**3£ 'guess*.

havior, stern in

scho«ljsa^ter t$ F *if lea the spirit of

••iuaed

s-

-ary

Dignified in be-

hursb, often cruel in action, the

.-.s^ect,

lonies wars often

fee

an

J.

the age 5 c-tthou-jh the co-

heavy laden, they never wholly

tin*

hia as one of the ptUUffS upon which their future da-

pended .

iv.

The Beginnings of Hatheaatics in Massachusetts
As we have observed, nathescatics did not enter into Massa-

chusetts* s first schools*

England where

nvceasity*
that the

1.

thematic* was

a

ms

a siallsr t-nndition in

desirable fine art but not a

All atteatioa wss directed to Latin

wiad-'.a

similated.

There

*-.nd

Greek, so

of the indents and the Scriptures sight be as-

Mathesaticr had little religious value, so that the

Mo. 14, page 3.

_tudy of it

fe&s

1?h©3 it

not encouraged.

id coae into oar

MtffiUii^

it

MM

to have

Col-

coae through popular desaad, eert&ialy not tradition.

lege entrance re ,uir» ssents did not mention it und neither

did.

We first hear of it in the various

the laws of 164S or 1647.
1.

town records:i.

»Schaola«at»r agreed to teach to

Dedhaia, 165?.
r**ad

taglisa aad the Accidence, and to write and

the knowledge ano art of arithmetic and the rules

sad vr-etice thereof.
g,

gosto®, 16

Founding of the Prison Lane Wri-

-4.

ting School, where the tr.u tion&l curri cuius

was writing and arithmetic.
§.

»He *iii te&ch &nd instruct in

Hinghsis, 1670.

Latin, Greek, writing and oataesatic".
4.

ordered that *dua attention be

?iy»o-Jth,

^eid to writing and reeding sad srl thematic."
5.

H&varaill, 1685.

te^ca such as

Schoulaastar »to endeavor tc

sh.ul»

resort

tc=

his,

r.s

they shall

desire, to read or write or cypher or all of them".
6*

Sandwich, 16S9.

dren

sf-nt to

t..-niue,

Schoolmaster »to teach

h.a U.

alao writing

Ie&rr»
titvl

Mudly P.iver (Bro^iiae)

English

:.na

.,11

chil-

the Latin

the art of aritbiMtic."
170-...

Petitioned for s

aca»*>l«asiter *to teach, to write and to cy her".

8*

Sudbury, 170a.
sent

t-

hiffi

Schoolaaster to teach the childraa

B
reading, writing and &ri thn* tiC.

arithmetic
From a£l these record-, it is quite obvious that
i.

So. 14,

i»age

£oo-^.

12.

as not a compulsory subject
thrift

a b&^ic cour

..

2»nd

was

e-

.

The ,-u^ular estlia&tion of it can

note

th<a

cost of

nsic^r&i a frill rather

nth—a

s.iso be

gathered when we

ies in cob. tri on with the other subjects:
.

In Sf3»bury in i66i, "readers free, L.tin six-

i.

peace per
*;».».-2-.

HMk| writing end cyphering four pence

per

. 3

In Helton on i?01, '•four ,-ssce per »eek per

2*

cyphering.*
&»

In Lynn in ViQ2, "twopence per eeefc for reading,

threepence per -eek for writing and cyphering and
I.

sixpence

>er »ecl< for

Letin**

Frua the above, *e see that m&taeaatlcs did not beccse
ly

i meed

late-

popular.

v,

Modes of Instruction in the Mathematics Class

During the ye&rs before our revolution,

'.he

fcescfeer

either

h*d no conscious, mode of instruction or thought it taalaport nt,
b

ceuse he felled to er«tte about*

Our

e

tawmtiff evidence,

except for the texts in vogue, is esfeeedlttgl^ slight,
We do

no* that materials were ccstxy.

course, *ere uaanovn and slates

r« not

t

Blackboards, of
ce introduced laatil

many years lo.terj usually suss were dene on birch berk because

paper

T.as

such too valuable for such

Under the^e conditions, few
la

So.

1.4.

page E6P.

frivolous use*

.-upils hoc

cooks.

Posse

tea-

12.

.hers were without the®.

Consequently, the caster mmm forced

to dictate ell the problems from the copy book whieh

as a pufil sag bow used for the ciassre.*.

had Bade

lie

Hie student worked

the problems and p&nsibiy copied thea into his cyphering boot,

if he were fortunate enough to o*n ons.

There was so

aatlcBi of &fOce:?e:, no demonstration of principles.

oemi—
This is

explained wh'.n *e note that «he was const ered an exceptional
teacher who possessed a knowledge of fractions, and if

MM

rsre pupil as^nsged to a&ster fractions, to-, he was judged

finished »a thenut ci as . *
:

v

rvid ntly the teacher hardly oxpeeti-d

to a&fce excursions into the rule ©f three Drought neither ^uan-

tity or quality to his instruction.

Perhaps the best first-hstnu description of the method »ai
/.iren

years later (in 1310)

Warren Col burn when he a .dressed

ty

«Sf the

the actional Education association:

oi-t

ays tee, the

learner was presented with a rule w ich told hi» now to
;

certain operations on figures una when these

—

w«?re

erfortt

done he

1

would have the proper result.] But no reasoning was <iven lor
a s ingle ate:

of numbers so

,

Sis first application of the rule »as on a set
IfeTge that

been disposed to do so.

he could not reason on then, had he
£Rd when he got tnrough

snti

obtained

the result, he understood neither what it was nor the use of it.
fieltuer v,ks he sure thot it vas the proper result, being ob-

tained sore fron angle than -fros reason.*
In the colleger, there
1.
2.
S.

Mo. &g pagf o.
So. ll, saga 1- b.
So. 14, paff fifS.

Me

naturally different conditions

14.

than in the priasry or aecond&ry schools.
?nrt of the eighteenth century
th-

Bttlf

,

.

Itatil

the early

course in arithmetic

ButheBu -Ics in the co-iege eurriculueu

-*h$

To enter

Harvard , the student was not required to know anything of the
science -f mashers, bnt "only *© ssuch Latin «s

i;ia

sufficient

to under st find Tally or like author, &nd sake and speak true

Latin in prase or verse

slid

so aueh Oreek as was included is

declining perfectly the pared i gas of the
te must also r^a^ssber that s-.tn* s-Mics

-reek nouns end Yero-.,

•« :k

not studied until

the senior year, arithmetic lor three cusrters and astroncay

lor the Isst quarter of the year*

The importance attached

I

it »«y be inferred free the following table:
Tiae ^efoted weekly

Subject
Latin

10 hours

Philosophy

10 hours

Greek

? h urs

Rhetoric

6 hours

Oriental language

4 hours

SatheajHtics

1 hours

The theory or presentation of aataesaties at H~rv: rd College did not inprove until the beginning of the eighteenth

century*

In

l7V.fi,

the Ho Ills

a-

vas instituted at the college.

les warship of

U-s

tion «ss in the hands of tutor.

.

•

Athens tics

to that tise, the instruc-

ThU

cust>~a was maintained

until about 1600, when there were only three professorships
in the entire school.
c-

Until

.

?aG, nUsost any minister was

nsidered c-spetent to give the course in satnesatics*

.So. S. page 19*

They

15

held taeir positions for very short terss and the in-

struction sas no aouht aediocro.

vi.

The Mfkthesatics Texts

to those of us who believe Sew England

tain Of all teowludge

'and

t.

be the foiai-

the source of -11 culture in the new

world, it is a considerable shock to learn th^t the first ma-

thematics books were published in Mexico.

The University of

Mexico was founded in 155S, K&rvsrd in 1636.

In I5~6, Juan

0iex Fr;:yie published his Snmaario Cog: ends lo in Mexico City,

bovk treating of gold and silver values with twenty -five

a

luges on
jt

..-.rithsetic fc&S

ri timet lea ifactic«

t.as

In ld2£,

aigebra.

ttlffffl?

££

rintcd for Juan Buys for Pedro

of
Pas, the collector of tithes of the Metropolitan Church

Fro« all reports, this

Mexico.

U

accredited to b e the first
1*

arithmetic published

by

*n American.

B&thm&tics (Arte de Arithmetics,
of

PljWWH

1

l»l till

Don §» Reaton, the rector

cy

in 1040) was froa the

The second treatise on

ssuae

locality.

There is no

existent copy or this work.
purely i^iIn the Sortfa, as our schools were at first

t&tive,

m

were our texts directly

:

sported from England.

Pro-

er, another
bably one of the earliest was that of Ja&es Hod
first
Cocker. Cocker's treatise is described as the
that
This gives
to be devoid of *H demonstration and reasoning.
aany of which
us »0M clue as to the character of later works,

m

1.

So. 9,

f*

16,

were sodeiied

<.-n

His text was widely known as we

Cocker.

see free this exerpt fros Benjamin Fr&n*:lln*s Autobiography s
*•*.. having one dgj been brought to th* blush for

in the &rt of calculation,

tsy

ign. ranee

sshich I hud twice failed to learn

tehiie at school, I took Cocker's treatise and wont through

it ftlth the greatest ease."

The first arithaetic&i t#£t written

by.

the future United States of America was the
V-

i?<r -*n£

l;^c

1

m

inhabitant of

ftri these tick.

$ U « by Isasc Greenwood in 172V .

Mr. Greenwood

had the honor of being the first recipient of the Hoi lie

Professorship at iJarr&rd College,
,,r«fielent prof es
mtfaqt in

--or

lew England*

Be was considered the sost

educator in »;-.theaaticn «nd natural .inllo-

SBfor tueately , in

172-6,

he was relieved

of hi 5 position because of having been "guilty of

E.^ny

^cts of

gross intemperance to the dishonor of God and great hurt
x *

and reproach of society*"

1.

I©. S. page 24.

17.

Greenwood's treatise deals *ith the following topics:
Part

I

Chapter 1.

Sum ration.

Chapter 2.

Addition.

Chapter £.

Subtraction.

Chapter 4.

Multiplication.

Chapter b.

Di vi s

<

.

n

Chapter 6.

Seduction.

Chapter 7.

Vulgar Fractions.

Chapter 8.

Decisal Fractions.

Chapter

.

Boots and Powers.

Chapter

P. Continued Proportion.

Chapter XX* Disjoint Proportion.
Chn ter -2. Practice

Chapter

.12.

Eules Relating to Trade and

Coheres
Part II

Chapter

1.

Fellowship.

Chapter H.

Barter.

Chapter S.

Equation of Payment.

Chapter 4.

Loss und Gain.

Chapter 5.

Allegation

Chapter 8.

Position or the Rule of Fai

Chapter 7.

Interest.

Chapter 8.

Peb«te or Discount.

Chapter B*

Annuities.

Ch&yter 10. Of Reversion
Estates

;;nd

Freehold

18.

This arrangement is admirable for the eighteenth century and
it was ecpie

in later books.

However, suae of the liter works

displayed & different toxical order which was decidedly Inferior
to the Greenwood method.

Among these was The Schoolmasters
.

Assistant by Thomas Dilworth.

The book *as divided into three

-arts, the first on whole numbers, the second on vulgar frac-

tions and the third on decimal fractions.

tvught all the processes

r- 1

T he student was

ting to whole numbers without re-

alising the existence of a fraction, either vuiger or
Matur:>.I

-y

,

:

e.imal.

he felt, upon completing the bo ok that there were

Uiree fundamental processes, whereas reai_y there is only one.
The Dilworth method
9

<&f

approaching proportion is noteworthy:

P..

How

A.

Two; single and simple, and rouble and compound.

A.

saany

parts are there in the rule of thref ?

Ety

whit is the single rule of

Qjr

their terms, which are always

hree kno*n?
iven In the

question, to iind & fourth.
Are any of the terms given to be produced from

one denominator to another?
A.

If any of the terms ore in the several -denomina-

tions, they must be r

roced into the lowest de1.

nomination mentioned."
How a pupil could h -ve un

rt-tood this when he was being intro-

duced to proportion for the first time is
Dilworth definition of

a

systery.

fraction is interesting, too:

The
*g

frac-

tion is a proper number and signifies the part or p^rta of a
vsnole

1.
2.

number."

Ho, 4 p&gc 44.
U . 4 page ill

19

There are several characteristics of the e*rly bock wnich
may be used to sumaari^e the books of the entire period:
1.

Fine unattractive arint.

2.

An abundance of disconnected, rules,

is.

He demonstration.

a.

An abundance of confusing technical language,

5.

Inaccurate expression, "feet multiplied by feet
give feet*.

6,

So attes t

fee

build u on tee pact experience of

the learner.
it Harvard College, John Ward s Introduction to iirith&eti.c
1

%as used.

Tixis

tut

haa many of Dilworth's faults.

metic, Algebra, Georaetry, Ccniek Sections,

discussed.

,,n&

Arith-

Infinities were

The part on geometry consists of definitions,

twenty proven problems and twenty-four theorems.

They are

presented entirely without rigor and show a lack of Kuciidean

method.
Having considered the paucity of schools, mutneis vical
theory, teaching and te. ts, the

re

ader will realize that in

the colonial period mathematics was of no major importance or

interest.
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thk

rmmiTicm period
1776—1820

Crucial Years and Their Kffect Upon "ducation.

The War of Independence h d the usual effects of any war,
but somehow, when

r*.--rf

of it, it seesas that the colonists suf-

fered to a particularly great degree.

For the first time, thoy

found themselves completely isolated.

What food they were to

have could not be iasnorted.
selves with

They were forced to supply them-

II the necessities of life and what fe* luxuries

existed at that t ae.

The aray

h;.d

to be n-.intaine

at any

cost, and our struggling infant In-.ustiies had to be fostered.
In any & ueh emergency, a peoples* first consideration is their

own condition.
tion.

I his was certainly t/ue a&J through the Revolu-

Education seemed unimportant and could not be

eicph sised.

Most of the rural and iiarochi^l schools were closed, because
the young sons were needed on the farms.

In th

areas of English

occupation, the pursuit of learning was necessarily prohibited.
E:ven in the

larger el tier, there -ere only

a

few educational

institutions maintained throughout the period of the

circumstances were even sore adverse as f-r
ware concerned

M

I

ar.

The

the colleges

Both students and professors wer

front, while the eteraitories were used as barracks*

at the

Education

was forgotten because there vers so a ny more import nt things
to do than to SO

IP

school.

23.

However with the iorraation of our nati on si g>vernment, an

altogether new

sirit perieated the country.

It was an

tious,

:.mbi

confident feeling that spread into every branch of our national
life.

It was so strong that many writers

hve

been prompted

to aay that isore real progress took .dace directly alter the

war th n did one hundred and fifty years

preceedin.;C it.

*e

began to fe:?l that progress in education was necessary sc that
w.-;

would in no way be inferior to the English.

case pouring off our presne

counteract all reactl

n-;ry

..nd

American texts

there vas genuine effort to

principles.

the result was merely an elaboration of

no outstanding exaa les of tchol arshi

However, in most cases,
Id Ideas.

There were

.

Prou:bIy, ihe most important general change was the foun-

ding of the academy.

In the Colonial period, we h«ve seen that

the two most popular types of schools were the Latin and the

writing school.

For those

v.ho

tne Latin School was adralrable.

vdshed to enter Harvard College,
F or those who wished to learn

merely the rudiments, the writing school served the purpose.
For the ordinary boy, who did intend to enter a profession but

wished to follow

a

business career, there was no means of education.

As early as 176-, there was an expression of the need for
a

new type of secondary school.

Lieutenant-Governor Tusmer

bequeathed his property for the use of a graisnar school.
in private hand

and beyond the control of local authorities,

this school soon adopted the curri cuius of the academy.

until twenty years
by

Being

Iter was

Not

the first acaceay actually founded

oaauel Phillips at isuover, the Phillips tefew** Academy.

In 179'/, the legislature of Massachusetts recognised the acadeasy

24

as a legitimate part of the Massachusetts school system and

made provision of public lands for their sup-crt.

Coming at a

tame when the only Latin schools worthy of the name sere In a
fev.

large cities, this vms a virtual admission that the age of

their popular demand was past.
The usual curricula of academies can be inferred

frcrr.

that

of Phillips And over in 1799:
9 Bngiish,

Frencn, Latin and Greets languages; geogra-

phy, arithmetic, and practical geometry; rhetoric,

history, natural and moral philosophy, logic, astro2.

and natural law."

noRjy

and that of Woburn Aeadesy in 1815:
«It is our humble and pleasing auty to instruct young

lads in the regular and genteel behaviour, ?nd in the

various branches oi literatur

reading, writin

vi^,;

and arithmetic, geography, bookkeeping, English,
grammar, rhetoric, compos! ti<..n, «nd the Latin and

Greek languages,

Likei.e, Astronomy, navigation, or

surveying *ili be taught to such

a:

Bay be inclined
3

to require a knowledge in either oi these branches."

The later town academy fulfilled these three neeas:
1*

Educa ti onal facilities for those aho wished
fee

is.

A

fit themselves for a non-professional career,

new body of subject matter of a

;r.ore

general

character than that usoa in the Latin School.
1.
«$•

So. 6, page 22.
No. 6, ,'c.ge 32.
No. 6,
age '3.
'
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3.

Higher education for girls.

ii.

The Teacher of the Transition Period

depends upon
As in the colonial period, our information
part of it being
very slifht documentary evidence, the large

inferr&O fro© old texts.

Upon

e;.arainst

on of

e

evidence, one finds:

ti-nd

"Joseph T. Buckingham tells us ho* in 1790 or
began
1791 *hen he was about twelve ye rs old, he
to learn arithmetic,

«I tola the master I wanted

to learn to cypher.

He set me a sum in simple

column.
addition, five eolusns of figures in each
All the introduction he gave

rae

was, "ada the

every
figures in the first column, carry one for
and set the over.lus do*n under the column",
ten,

I supposed he

meant by the first column the left

hand column, but

*l*at

he meant by carrying one for

Simpson's ridevery ten was as much a mystery as
my brains
dle itt* to the Phillistinea. I worried
tm

No. 9, P*>&* VBBm

an hour and showed my figures

You

the master.

t.

may judge what the amount was when the columns were

The master frowned and re-

added from left to right.
peated this for instruction:

"add up the column on the

right, carr? one for every ten, and set down the re-

Two or three afternoons were stent in this

mainder ».

begged to be excused from learning to cy-

way, when

I

pher,

the old gentleman with

«jad

it »&s time vsasted.

li

I

vshoes

I

lived thought

attended the school

any fur-

ther at ihat time, re ding, writing and a little spelA-

ilng were ail that

feas

«

taught. 9

Mr. ttillian B. Fowle gives an interesting account of the

method of John Tiles ton, who was chief writing master in a reading school in Boston about 1790, "He loved routine.
was for the

The custom

aster to write a problem or two in the manuscript of

in
the pupil every other day (printed arithmetics were not used

the

st.n schools until the writer left them).

B.

So boy was al-

lowed to ci.her until he was eleven years old and writing and

ciphering were never performed on the same day,

Master Tileston

set
had thus been taught by Master Procter and all the suss he

for his pupils were co.<ie-

e.-.-ctly

fr^m his old manuscripts.

but
Anybody could copy the wor*. from more advanced manuscripts

copier
the principles of arithmetic -ere never explained to the

wriie he was at sch.

I .

Indeed the pupils believed the master
2.

could n

t

do the sums he set for them."

Deacon Joseph Ha.cs says his method about 1820 «**J
1.
2.

No . S , page 5« .
.12, page 43.

M

"Those

27.

in arithmetic having books of difierent authors got their own sues,

wrote off their own rules, etc.

concerning questions,

I

If they

v

anted to make

nquiries

would direct them to stead up sad read,

their question, and if the scholar next him could show him,
i

uld request hi® to; if not, if

I

had extra time,

nia the rule by which the question was to be done.
set with difflcM

t,,

,

I

I

I

w-uld tell
If he then

directed him to take it home and study late

and have his answer in the morning*"

at night

Evidently the calibre of teachers

had.

improved very little.

Not only were some of them very badly informed concerning the subject matter, but their moral standards were sometime - poor.

The

tales of drinking and gambling a&sters are many and remind us of
the earlier conduct of Isaac Sreeftweoo,
At Harvard, the instruction was on a much higher level than

in the secondary scho,. ~.

requisite to college.
a

In

VOX.-.,

arithmetic eas made a pre-

However, arithmetic was .til' taught as

college subject with Fuelid added

n the sophomore year.

The

first mention to be found of the Introduction of algebra was in
1766, when a few ambitious seniors were writing theses in the

These were usually a series of solved problems put in-

subject*

to the finest manuscript form.

of the tyoe valet!

1

2.

student.

i.

So, 20, i-age 38$,
Mo. 13, page .a.

a on*.,

The work was very rle ont ry,

now by every good secondary school

as.
Ill,

The Texts of the Transition Period.

Of the patheaatics

ts in use at this

ta.

Use, undoubtedly

the most popular was that of Nathaniel Pike, who published the

first edition oi hi 6 ggw c^d Com:»let* ovstess of Arithmetic

Pike -as a graou«tt-

1788.

Harvard College anf later

oi'

lie official at lewbury .,ort, Massachusetts,
:

to n te

s

in.

rub-

It is interesting

n the preface that Mr, Pike's book garnered many en-

thusiastic recommendations.
of Y ale College saids

,

e:.

ample,

r'z-ra

Stiles, president

"Upon exaaining Mr. Pike's system of

arithmetic in manuscript,

matical Ingenuity

For

I

find it to be the work of such mathe-

that I sate dm myself honored in joining with

the Reverend President Willard and other learner' gentle-sen, in
recuaus-

ndi*^ it to the public as a production of genius, as a

to be taught in schools, of utility to the merchant and

coo--:

well adapted to university instruction.

I

consider it of such

merit that it will -.robabiy gain a very general recep tion
l.

throughout

th*

republic."

Because it Has the

the writer chose to discuss
t -pie

chiefly used between 1875 and 1825,

te,,t
3

ike somewhat in detail.

in Pike*s book is numeration.

This requires the

The first
corawitfc.

ing to memory of the entire decimal counting sy-tem v#ith such

illuminating

r*..aar^s as

"A cj pher though it is of no va-

this:

lue itstiif , yet it possesses a

luce,

nd when set on the right

hand ol figures In whole numbers, increase their value in the sa e
te&fold proportion; thus

9

signifies

placed on its right hand thus
1«

2*

Nu. 15, Forward.
No. 15, page u*.

— 90,

on.,

nine, but if a cypher is
•

then 90 becomes ninety.'*

29.

The

c

ounting proceeded through the ©111 ions to sex ti 111 ens

and duodecilxions.

duced to
hi.

adi

action, the student is intro-

In the next

ition, where he is told to folios the rule, to check

work and, at all times, to use the addition table in his com-

putations.

The same idea is reiterated throughout the

Jw*

Fw**

daaental proces es, when he presents exercises which demonstrate
every general rule and every deviation from them.
we

hiiv

For instance

i

1.

ilhat

number must we multiply by

n«y be 675?

(Tr.e

fta

so that the product

method and answer is generously

sup lied, 675 * 9 « 75).
:

;j.

What is the difference between

half a doscp

,;..aen?

;.ix

dozen --oxen and

What is their pioduct and the
1.

,uotient of the greater by the les.

?

child.
These problems mould certa nly not appeal to the ordinary

There follows the inconceivably extended tables of weights
and measurements.

The important list of monetary denominations

.receded troy, avord»vo

s

.s,

apothecaries, weight and cloth, long,

tla% land, solid and aic measure.

One can ap.reci te their

otentlal difficulties when we read this:
of
»A comparison of the American Fo t with the Feet

other Countries.
1000

..art;-;,

The American root being divided into

or into twelve inches, the feet of several

other countries *ill be as

1.

fto.

15, page 62.

folicv-r.

Parts
1000

Inches

Aserica

London

1000

18

Antwerp

946

11

4

Bologna

1204

14

5

Bremen

904

11

in.

:

oint3

12

1S2

In the section on fractions we find a remar*. in the corner

of one page wnich is of interest, although -ike thought it of

little importance and the idea *as not elaborated until f-rty

years

1
8 If

ten
the denominator of any number of a coaaound fraction

beequil to the numerator of another taember thereof, these
vomer a tors and denominators may be expunged

aa,ual

members continually multiplied, will
-

lower terras.

:

,ro uce

an-'

the other

the fraction in

•

3

Decimal fractions are niscusso 31, but only in connection
with the new Federal Money.

In

-.he

same superficial vein, there

are articles on Tare and Trett, Fellowship,
Three.

In

s;

nd the fule of

i.e of the acceptance of Pike, the writer h a ob-

served many of the faults of a bad teat

— elaboration

of dif-

ficulties, emphasis of the copy boos method and ambiguity.
in arithmetic which rivalled dike's in general usage was

Ssth and Daboii's

Si-ho olaaster* s

assistant .

many similarities between this and Pike, out

There are a great
it

did have the

following impt viments:
1.

Introduction of Federal money immediately after the
addition of whole numbers

a.
j..

8«

persons trr-ti-.n o:

No. lb, p.- ge 7a.
So. 14, p^ge 163.

aroc-

a

of how tc

find the valur-

61,

of goods immediately after ,,isole multiplication.
2. Decimal Tractions preceded vulgar fracti ns.

The third oustanding text

Daniel Adams.

*a.s

c

the Scholars Arithmetic by

Mr. Adams was graduated from Dartmouth in 1797

and later became teacher, physician

nd editor.

In the third

edition of hi, work he telis us that his book has been

a

suc-

cess because it *aaa relieved toasters of the heavy burden of

writing out rul.s and ouestions under *hich they have so long
2.

laboured to the manifest neglect of other parts of their schools."
H e adds, *To answer the several intentions of this work, it

will be neces ary that it should be
...

arithmetician.

ut into the hands of every

The blanks after each example are designed for

the opera t ons by the scholar, which being first wrought upon
a slate or waste paper, he may afterwards transcribe into his

book . "

H^re

"at.

i&aaa states his faith in the complete ef-

lie.'cy of the copy

book method.

After the student has worked

ail the problems in his text, he supposedly ke"ps it as a desirable and necessary guide for all his future work.

The au-

thor is optom, sticalay looking forward to the tim« when every

individual student woul

have a test.

The following books are of lesser importance, but have some

noteworthy passages,

,ui

e characteristic of the times:

In 1792, John Vinali .-ublished his System of Arithmetic

Here we have the first mention as far as the writer has been
1,
2,

o.

Uom 24, Forward
So. Is. Forward,
Mo. 1-i. Forward.

.

22.

..ole to

determine, of the idea that every
He says:

text*

a

r ^cticble

,

will

u

;

i,.

should have

*In our large schools of J00 boys, it is ia-

for the masters to attend to them in

manner that

a

then employed the l&holc time they are in school.

ket,,

sequently, idleness will creep in among
auce misenief.
Ai.s

,

these,

Con-

which will pro-

In publishing the above treatise,

tsy

int ntion

that each in my first class shuid be furnished *ith one of

the books, and, at the leisure time mentioned, he should be

obliged to study arithmetic B&lch nouiJ prevent Idleness and at
1.
1
the same time improve his mini .
In 1302, a Concis e Intr^iuctl n to Practical Arithmetic
by

3a:ouel Temple was put on the market.

It had a very simple

purrose which was quite in the spirit of the times:

"The

principal design In publishing this work was to furnish schools
in the United States with suitable rule:, for calculating Federal

money

Phineas Merrill in his
n,ish&n

I

a

-;chol::r,s,

Guide to

-Prl time tie

says:

scholar begins a rule, the method I take is this:

first,

explain the nature of its use in business, bringing natural

occurences

convey ay ideas.

Then

I

take a question in the

rule and work at large, explaining how it applies the rule.
.cnolars

wil.'i.

remember an expression

I

often use,

»

i£r

Commute by

*- »

rvie, not by ;iuess*. K

Mere ^e h ve the glorification oi the

rule method not oni> in practice, but in theory.
In William Kinae*s
fee

i.

g«
Z.

4 Aort aastem

to Practical

,Ari

thee :ic

have a beautiful expression of the usual attitude of the
No. 24. Forward.
So, US* forward.
Ho. 14 Forward.

bookmaker,

"PwrfM&scultjr

-no conciseness are peculiarly re-

quisite in all the works intended for instruction, but in none
t

,ro so than in that of arithmetic.

ith

to remove the

a viev

obstacles which oppose the progi ess of the learner and the
labors of the instructor, all remarks and denomstrations are

thrown into the f ra of notes**.
He t we have two important attempts to wake te^.ts *hich
be appropriate for the use of chii r n.

ul

Arith&ct ic

,:

:

x

to Childr-.-n by

n

Kl^. b^r

The first is
.

Unfortunately,

the book does not live up to its title, but is merely

concise than the usual arithmetic.

successful attes t.
metic

Vi

mom

In 181S, we have a aore

Dudley Levitt in his Sieaonts of Arith-

ally strives for simplicity.

He aays, "Those *ho

have written small arithmetics, although their professed object
...

g

to instruct youth, either mistaking the ttlentn

.

f youth

or wishing to display their profound erudition, have inter-

larded their performances
and iapro..--r

n ui.j*.ions

decypher its meaning.

t~ith

such a multitude of difficult

that it would require a conjurer to
In the following compendium, the author

has endeavored to accomodate the rules and examples to the

interests of the learner w *

There are a few simple examples

and this is the first hint of a new era to come.

i.
:.

Ho. IS, Forward
So. 13, Forward

24

From

tr.is

rapid survey

M

can safely enuaera te the

foiio*ing characteristics of the transition text:
i.

A conglomerate n of rules covering every pos-

sible case

— all

meant to be aiemorised by the

l^rner*
£•

Totul absence of demonstration.

3.

Teaching all the fundamental processes as rules.

4.

Eaph&sis of the copy book method*

In spite oi the increased Supply of American te,,ts, most

of the schools had ah inade s uote
In Harvard College the most

su,>,.iy

(

of books.

opular book was Thomas

Simpson's Elements of Euclid and his Treatise on Algebra .
a All

According to Cajori:

demons tr.it ions axe here given by

themselves in the manner of notes placed below a horizontal

These could be taken or om it ted by teacher

line in the page.

or pupil at pleasure and were generally omitted.

The

exp-

lanations lacked sim. licity and vm need not wonder if they

sere looked upon by

s

me as rather tending to throw new dif-

ficulties in the say of the learner than to the facilitating
1.

of his progress.
In the Legendre «hich was also in use curing the tran-

sition ,eriod at Harvard,
;

So.

fcfeftii

complex character.

Demonstration are of

2.

The content is of the .resent secondary school

grade.

'6

9

notices

1.

>

1.

ont*

,

age

k>.6.

i

»«

The student is not reqvir* d to do any original
r obi eras.

4.

The author attempts to prove every statement in
an overrlgorous fashion.

During these years after tne Revolution, the writer has

noted an added recognition of mathematics in the curricula*
SULs was the cause of ivon texts ana oonsciousnes: of teaching

method.

However, it did not result in any ma jor

attainments.

.

There was simply a r hasning of the

ed;tg
po;,r

gieal

teaching

method which Sew England inherited two hundred years earlier

from England.

£6
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PE^TALOZZl *MD HIS INFLUENCE

i.

The Massachusetts school System (l8£O»1850)

An interesting commentary on the condition of the schools
in Massachusetts about IMMI *as made by James Gordon Carter,

He said:

"The decline of

.

opular education among us, or rather

the comparative retrograde motion of the principal means of it,

has been more perceptible during the last twenty or thirty

years than it ever w
meantime, there has

s
3

at any previous

.

<-riod.

And, in the

rung up another class of schools, more

respectable indeed in their character and better answering the
demands of a portion of the public, but not free.
are public but net free.

The academies

The con itaons of attendance exclude

nineteenth twentieths of the people from participating in the
advantages which they ore designed to afford.

However, better

sehoolg and better instruction are demanded than the ac*

eray
1 •

in its ^-resent sta te can afford :md these must be supplied."
In this manner Carter points out the causes of the educa-

tional difficulties of the aeriod.

The demands which he voiced

were to be repeated and to result in that very interesting develop-

ment of a new institution, the high school.

Boston was the

center of experimentation vith its English High School founded
in 1921.

lm

In 13£'5 there was established!

Kc. 5, page 5.

59.

"The M-nitorial 3chocl for Girls

Public notice is hereby given that, on Tuesday,
15th, next, the School Committee will meet for

ointment of a Master for the High School

the a

for Girls, about to be pstabliihed in this city.

The school is to be conducted upon the system
of monitorial or autual instruction and it is to
be expected that the master will be prepared to teach,

on this system, so far as it will be practicable:
Beading, Writing, Spoiling, words and sentences
fr-ffi

dictation, English Grammar, Composition,

Modern and Ancient Geography, intellectual Arithmetic, Rhetoric, General History, History of the

United States, of England, Rome end Greece, Book-

keeping

by

Single Entry, Elements of Geometry,

Demonstrative Geoaetry, Algebra, the Latin and

French Languages,
Botan>

,

K

tural Phiio^o y Ay , Chemistry,

Logic, Astronomy,

-he use of the Globes,

Projection of Maps, Princi les of Perspective,
x

•

Moral Philosophy, and the Evidences of Christianity.*
There folioweu attempts in other tossns througnout the state
to establish high schools, but it should be emphasized that these
v.ere

;-ur :iy

individual in purpose and effect.

The first official

state mention of the high school came with the law of

IBSft

:

«Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
same>
in the Generaj. Court as-ierabled and by the authority of the

1,

No. lc, page 45

40*

That each town or district within this Commonwealth, containing
fifty families or house holders, shall be provided with a .tea-

cher or te;icheru, of good morals, to instruct enildren in orthography, reading, writing, Knglisd Oraaoar, Geography, Arithmetic,
onu good behavior

And every city containing five hundred

fellies or householders sh.li

a. so be

.

rovided w th

a

master

of fo«4 morals competent to instruct, in addition to the branches
of learning aforesaid, the history of the United Ct^tes, Book-

keeping by single

entr.,

,

geometry, surveying and algebra; and

in every city of four thousand inhabitants, such

be competent, in

alters shall

edition to the foregoing branche

,

to instruct

tht Latin and Greek languages, history, rhetoric and logic."

u

This law dealt a death blow to the Latin School by offering many of its advantages and none of its disadvantages.

ever, the growth of the high school

as slow.

How-

There ensued a

long struggle against adverse circumstances because of the

district sy ten.

The effects that this system had upon the e&rly

digh school are worth sectioning:
x.

The division of authority caused opposition

between elementary schools and high schools,
is.

Lack of uniformity in elementary schools handicapped the high school.

Si

Lack of grading in the elementary schools pre-

vented proper preparation for the work of the

high school.
4.

The efforts of districts to have their own high

schools postponed tne coming of the general town
school.

4JL«

ii.

Pestalozzi

While the Unittsd States (Massachusetts in particular was
bending its efforts toward a proper educational organisation
there were ne« ideas arising in the field of ..edagogy.

It

would be pleasant to relate that these originated in America, but
this was not true.

Like many other noveitie:

There, directly aftstr the French

captions came fro© Fiance.
Revolution, there

a new impetus toward popular learning.

v-as

The pedagogy which ha

these new eon*

*

the greatest influence in America was

that of Heinrleh Pestaloz; i.

From e psychological point of

view, Pestaiozzl is famous for his emphasis of sense percep-

tion.

H.

re, says, is f ...unaation of ail knowledge.

ted that although there wore five

v.

tie

insis-

ays of arriving at truth,

(chance, surroundings, personal will, vocation and anol; gy)

all of these
rf

were,

based on sense perception.

He remarks:

The art of facilitating the clear consciousness of single
-esse perception to accurate thought and judg-

objects from
ment on the®,

fcy

naturally org nlzed means of instructs

vPich have been arranged In psychological gradation, is in
s

,.ny

thing but a high degree of perfection and thoroughness in

our bands.

Instead of carefully striving to group and separate

correctly the objects perceived
ore

fy

the senses, people want

nd more to te eh children to think ty extension of the

number of objects presented for reflection or by the teaching
of

logic* *Sith this idea

.No. 26, pa«;e JQi.

as • basis, P«stalo*-i 1 s educational

4* •

method is this:
1.

Intensive anl not extensive education.

§«

Language as the basis of instruction.

$«

Guiding ideas or rubrics when a new concept
is being introduced to the mind of the learner.

4.

Simplification of the meehanlsm of instruction.

5.

Popularisation of science.

6.

Mutual or eia

n

instruction.

All these methods were unknown to the American schoo ..master of 18 0.

Mathematics or the science of form and number, ?estaloz;:i
sums up in what he calls the ABC of sense perception.

He en-

hasi^es the futility of knowledge gained by the mere use of
memory:

"If

M

coeaait to memory the foct that I

4>

the inner truth of this seven is not known to a»,"

4 * 7>

nite natural-

ly, ?est; loz. i begins his teaching of arithmetic by dealing with

the numbers one to t n by means of objects or lines or u>ts.

After the child find 8 himself very well versed in counting the:^
ten numbers, he would pass on to figures.

Pestaloz/i felt that

this method was noticeably better than the old English method,

because learning became the basis of clear conceptions, and be-

cause learning, as rooted in sense perceptions, became distinctly easier to the child.

Thus the learner is introduced to form

as early as number and the ABC of sense perception becomes the

lining of tb.se two fundamental aspects of quantity in a pedagogy rooted in a primitive sensation psychology.

1.

No. 26, page 2&£.

43.

iii.

Warren Colbura

After two hundred years of continued practice, any idea

even when a better one is offered to society, is hard to dis-

Habit and tradition are probably as strong us any of

lodge.

our human means of determining conduct.

Consequently, it

was B matter of importance when barren Col bum adopted Pes-

talozzlan ide-.s with such alacrity.

Col burn graduat- -d from

Harvard la 1820, spent the following years writing and teaching

nt then turned his attention to industrial administration.

However, he is chiefly remembered lor his educational endeavors.
It is unoeriably true that he is the first American educator to

realise the potential! ties of oral instruction, ooject teaching
and rental arithmetic.

In an address before the National Edu-

cation Association, he gives an interesting explanation of his
«new system":

*3y the new system, the 1 arner commences with

practical examples in which the numbers are so small that he
can easily reason on

powers,
powers.
thi s

an*i

every new

the:*.

He is compelled to exert his own

sample increases his confidence

The scholar makes his own rules.

in these

The method should be

i

1*

Teach one thing at a time.

2.

Se careful in your selection to choose the

easiest first, then the next harder, etc.
i4

The

tm

how to
rner should never oe told directly

do a process.
4.

All iilust rations shoulc be given by practical

examples having reference to sensible objects*
5.

First, it Is necessary that the teacher should
be able to trace re a iiiy the associati ns of his

pupils, when he hears them in recitation.
6.

The scholar should be allowed to reason his own
way.

?.

Make the students study.

6.

Do not hear a recitation unless it is well pre1.

pared, otherwise there will be inatteativtrn^ss.

1*

The first tangible evidence of the new method came with
trie

publication of Coibura*s First Lessons in Arl thmetic in 1822.

From the preface of this book, we read:

"as soon as children

have the idea of more or less, and the mimes of the first few

numbers, they are able
fee

fee

sake small calculations.

see them do every day about their playthings.

And this

The fondness

which children usually manifest for these exercises and the
facility with which they perform

thera,

seem to indicate that

the science of numbers, to a certain extent, should be among
the first ivrssons t ught to them.

ever, it is necessary rnther

feo

To succeed in this, how-

furnish occasl as for them

to exercise their own skill in performing examples, rather than
to give them rules. .. .The idea of number is first acq. ireri by

observing sensible objects.
i.

Bfo.

17, page 421.

We make calculations v-ith regard

45

feo

th.se objects; soon we see that these calculations will ap ...ly

to objects very diijlmilar and finally that they can be made with-

out reference to any particular thing.

.S.-BEples of any kind

upon abstract numbers are of very little use, -until the learner

has discovered the principle froa practical e .ampies."
Ably following his theory, Colburn starts his treatise with;
»Hofe

many fingers have you on your right hand?

left?"

How many on your

In a definitely philcso hical manner, Colburn treats each

of the traditional -irithfretic topics first practically, then

theoretically.
jsii

It is somewhat amazing to e-nsider that over three

iion copies of the bo. k were sold.

Here again we are apt to

evaluate In terms of our own generation, but we must remember
that bo.-ka were hard to get, tr ns 'ort^tl.n was slow.
In spite of thi3, Colburn sold this huge aggregate of

copies.

Ho. 8, Preface

46.

iv.

Some Followers of Colbvrn and Some Opponents.

In 1822, John Lyman
A rithmetic

.

Imil

published his Ne* i&eri£§&

Mr. Mewell cannot claim to be Pestalozaian in tone,

he precedes
but he does strive for the simplified method when
oral questions.
each ne* explanation with a list of preparatory

Here the Improvement stops.
Victor Value in his Arit hmetic . Theoretical
doe:.,

aM

an a*©*U#at job ami gives these suggestions:

Practical
"Of all

is the only one taught
the branches ol learning, arithmetic

without explanations*
disregarded and

v,hy?

Its fundamental principles are totally

Are the

*

looked uoon as self evident?

that they a*a not self evident,
8*11? experience plainly snows
Conditions irrestibly
for they are but little understood.
advantageous to teach
lead us to conclude that it would be
advantheoretically as well a^ practically. The

arithmetic

of astonishment that
tage- are so obvious that It is a matter
continue, by hinting
before. •
the attest ta* not been
instruction and oral expression
of asvantages to be had in class
was a very progressive gentleman.
on the part of the student. Value
shows up-to-date
PujIIs srithmetlc by eth Davis also
_

*

I

tendencies.

He remarks:

"There are no answers given to any

experience of the author has fully
of the |UI lions, as the long
with manifest ,11 sadavantage
convinced hi* that it is attended
the practical use of numbers. When
to the pupil in acquiring
^.

Ho. £*, Preface.

47.

any

uestion is Involved in so much obscurity &s not to be

clearly understood, the scanner of solving it is directly
cated by sseanc of other questions

Imtfied

eoEirsuni-

U

lately proceeding it."

Mr. Boswell Bsaith in his Practical and Mental Arithmetic

professes to be devout disciple of Pestaloz i:

"In this work,

tho author has endeavored to sake every part conform to this

aaxla.

. .

«

.

.Objects should proceed ideas*.

A child's seeming

stupidity in learning arithmetic may, perhaps, be a proof of

intelligence and good

s

nse.

It is easy to sake a boy, who

does not reason, repeat by rote &ny t-eehaleal rules & writing

©aster lays down for his, but a child who reasons will not be
thus easily aunagedj he stops, frowns, hesitates, questions,
is wretched and refractory

•

This is taken 'into consideration

in the following treatise."
In the academy and higher schools, Theodore talker*

Elements of Ge metry was popular.

Here, although the change

was not as eoaplete as in the arithmetics, we read that ruler and

Legendxe are generally studied throughout Sew Fngland, but that
he considers thea too hard for secondary schools.

He therefore

omits propositions *hieh are not neces ary for the understanding

of subsequent work, and definitely simplifies the general wori

ding of the text.

Walker

For instance:
A

:

line is the path

&

scribed by the motion

of a point.
A iine is the shortest

Legendre:

w-iy

from one point

to another.

Walker:

1.
a'.

Two straight lines are parallel when, ail

Ho. 10 Preface,
lo. 22 Preface.

48

the perpendiculars let fall from points in one to the

other are equal.

'

Two lines are said to be parallel when,

Legendre:

being situated In the same plane and produced ever
so far both ways, they do not meet.

In 1850, Bernard* s Eieaentary Arithmet ic case cut and should
be announced with trumpets end song.

This is the first book

to the writer's knowledge v.hleh u;:ed pictures as an aid to begin-

These are crude drawings but counting horses

ners.

would undoubtedly be

snore

an-:

chariots

fascinating to ^oiaig people than coun-

ting dots.

With a koen appreciation of the trend of the times and

esore

than good business sense, Oliver Shaw, in 187)2, manufactured
the visible numerator and published a booklet about it.

This

numerator was merely a mahogany box filled with different sized
cubes so that the children could be re ched through the eye
»in accord?uftce with the philosophy of Loc*e, Reid, Stewart,

Byrcn end others 3 .

Mr. Shaw was undoubtedly our first manufac-

turer of teaching aids.
In Peter Parley's Method of Teaching Arithmetic, to Children,

we h&ve a 'text create for the use of the ^riisary grades.
Parley:

attested

*I have here

Says

to write a book of arithmetic

which shall prove as abusing to children as a book of stories."
He has uue^ eeded.

His

boo*,

of contents reads in part:

Chapter 5.

About Tables.

Chapter b.

About Dogs.

Chapter 7. About Horns

Caapter o.
-

.

No. 19 Preface

About t

Soldiers.

49

Each chapter has a picture prec ceding It and the questions tre
based upon these picture...

Undoubtedly, Parlej was considered

radical by his contemporaries, but he say be regarded

a:;

s

nan

of genius.
The authors which have been listed above were the most

progressive of thr era.
practice in general.

They were not in line with society or

Although delighted to greet their new

Ide s, we must realize that the sajorlty opposed
of the schoolmasters neither agreed or disagreed.

aad never heard of Pestalozsi.

th<-:ra.

Many

They simply

This is shown by the persistence

uith which texts rolled off the press and incorporated aii the
Among these were Day's

old Pike, Da boll and Adams precepts.
A lscebra .

Ledoci Thompson's youth' s Assistant

Arithmetic and Frederic,

Unfortunately these
a wide circulation.

te: ts

.

Rater's Juvenile.

Person's Korth American arithmetic,.
did not meet with disfavor, but had

Elassler remarks in his Slecents of Arith

metic , that he can "promise the

re:..<ier

met* satisfpeti n from

or
nis text than if he were to pass the time in a public hettta

barroom and lay out the cost of pencils and slate in vile li1

4uer.

n

'considering the consents of

is inclined

i.

fee

disagree with him.

Mo. 15 Preface

fchis

treatise, the writer

50.

v.

Elementary Mathematics at Harvard.

Since 1S16, Arithmetic had been required for entrance to

Harvard,

In 1619, some Algebra was added, with more in 18 2S*

Gradually, all elementary mat hematics was being forcer, into the

curriculum of the academy and high school.

In the freshman t*;xts,

where the elementary mathematics remained , we notice

k

fondness

for French mathematicians, a general trend away fr^a Euclid and
the embellishment of

any books with fine diagrams.

The influence of Pestalozzi was being felt even in the

colleges, because here, too, the mind was being

through the eyv.

a,

.

eaied to

However, the more elegant and advanced French

inv atigaiors were claiming the attention of the students, while

arithmetic, elementary algebra and

|

lane geometry were oelng

tried by their younger sisters. and brothers in academy and high
school

51
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H-JhACL MANtf JJiD HIS IBFLUUICB

Horace ^ann, His Work

In 1837, there arose to prominence one of America's greatest
r *,

gfrtffnli

Horace Mann.

He was appointed Secretary of the St*te

Board of F4ucation, an office v.hich he himself was instrumental

Of course, fcann was years ahead of Eds time.

In cresting.

H

a gentleman of unuaaal ability.

Secretary of the B ard of Edu-

cation, he had merely persuasive power,
On one ban

He was

-,ut

accon; 11 shed much.

he made magnificent efforts to? ard improving school

organization.

conHe lauded the idea of state central zati on and

dem&4 that of

the district

aigher

..yate,,.

On the other h-aa

ay and better y reparatlun of teacners.

,

he urged

By 1347, normal

and festfield.
schouls were founded in West Barre, Bridgewater

The school children «ere

j

robabiy the first cnee.n of Item.

For their special benefit, he urged more

|

hyslcal

t&Uttoki

bet-

schools and classroom
ter schoolhouses, school libraries, graded

apparatus.
placed school repromote accuracy fad efficiency, Mann
reported on their results
gisters In the hands of teachers, ana
T-,

with statistical accuracy.
of ed cati nal information, he
To further th« ^saeminati n

edited end circulated the Cos on
:

mfrft*&i

***

m

^hool

Jouna.l.

hcd « ffects
* i;dded sctlvity

direct

54

and indirect on the actual torching of mathematics in the classroom.

l±m

Horace Mann, His Views and Acti ns aa to

In his famous reports

U

bathes;.-

tics.

SecraUry of the Hoard of Education,

as early a* 134v, Mann began expressing views which had an impor-

tant effect upon mathematical instruct! n in the years that followed.

For instance, he said:

"Females are beginning to be em-

ployed, to a considerable e tent, in the

-

inter schools.

ly, they are infinitely more fit than sales to be the

Certain-

,;ui ;es

and

exemplars of young children."

According to Mann an ideal teacher is one who has:
"1.

Knowledge of cuanon school studies.

4.

a^tneso to teach.

5.

Power to

4.

Fltnes.

6.

High moral character.®

man.-:.;e,

.overn and

:iseip J.no a school.

to te .cn good behavior.
2.

In 1841, he r .marked:

''In

some schools, an arithmetical key

always knows the
in constant use by means of which the pupil
at which he is
number of places of figures, and' the value of the®

U

to aim;

~nd

in the caltnis knowledge becomes one of the elements

culating process

try

which the problem is to be worked.

In this

obtaining, from known
case, arithmetic degenerates into the art of

55.

data, on unknown irinclplHS, a known result whether right or

wrong; instead of being that perfect science, which proceeding
from known data, on known principles, evolves the true but
1.

unknown

rem.* it,

with infallible certainty."

He adds, "Almost

every week, if not every day, tho young arithmetician, in solving his imaginary questions, dis cs©? of such quantities of goods
as would make or ruin the fortune of a wholesale dealer; he makes

calculations respecting ouch sums of money is hut few capitalists
nave the disposal of.

Such figures do not give them

of reality and I doubt if he will meet them later.
led

t.

8

feeling

If ho were

imagine the schoolhou.se a warehouse and individuals in
gonts or owners by whom the business was trans-

the class as

it

acted, he would havo a new sense of responsibility and interest.

Mann's admiration for foreign educational systems is unbounded.

That it fa the source of his aaany new ideas we can

see by these e xerpts:

"In the public schools of Holland, large

sheats were hung upon the wa!3s of the roots, containing facsi-

lilies of the current coins of the kingdom." As to the Sctch
schools, "if a teacher cannot eacite the attention of his class,
4.

he is .renounced without further inquiry incompetent to teach."
In the German Schools:

"Thus with frequent reference to the

blocks to ke p up attention

by

presenting objects to the

nsposed in

ye, the

great variety of

3 ig 1;

numbers %are h.ndled and

ways.

In this lesson, it Is obvious that counting, numeration,

tra

dition subtraction, multi iication
:

1.
a'.

3.

Noi.paga bo, x 41
Kol.aage 55, 1641.
Mo. 1, p ge §f,
v }
stv/ »
-•
k

i-e

*j *?

i

-

.and

a

ad-

division were ail included,

56.

yet there «as no abstract rule or unintelligible form of words
to be committed to memory

•

8 y,

these little chiJdren took the

first steps in the mensuration of -uperlieial.

an.-;

solids, by

eoapajriag the length and contents of one block with those of

others*?,

."It str ck at that the r.ain difference between their

&ode of teaching arithmetic and oars consist in:
i*

Their beginning earlier.

:..

Continuing the practice in the elements much longer.

"6.

Requiring a more thorough analysis of all questions.

4.

Not separating the processes or rules, so
we do

froif;

as

each otner.

Proceeding isss

5.

tsoc

£>y

the rule and

r

ore

frc.r

the under-

stanuing of the subject.
...... In algebra and geometry eias-ea-, I unvariabiy

the teacher drawing diagrams and

e.-..

tween their several parts, while the

MM

iaining all the relation be|

upils copied the fig-res

and touk down brief hesds of their solution; at the next recita-

tion they were required to go %& the blackboard, draw the figures
ana solve the problems themselves.

How different this mode of

hearing a lesson from that of holding the text in the left hand
«

idle the forefinger of the right carefully follows the printed

demonstration under penalty , should the place be lost, of being
obliged to recosisenee the solution."

From

ti-e

i

ore-going, »* recognise that Mr. Mann has set up

tnese principles:
1.

Stamen are

ft,

iivery

teacher must have certain native qualifications

« a& 102. 164 v- •
H- •
So: i* faiS 104; ie«s.
-

k:

excellent teachers for young people.

'

57

and prerequisite training,
&i

Ivery teacher must recognise his responsibility of hol-

ding the attention of nil class.
4.

Object teaching is highly desirable,

5.

JuggYin* large figures, unless couched in realistic
language, should hare bo part in our curriculum.

ti.

The teaching of the fundamentals should begin early.

7.

The fundamentals should be .teamed thro gh drill not

through memorisation.

These ideas may sound common,

education;! fads

;;t

l.^ee,

but they were considered

tids time.

In 1845, Mann coupled his words with

actins and impressed

upon Boston ^schoolmasters the desirability of an annul ins,ectii-n,

not cursory as had formerly been the case, but

wne in the form of a written examination.

can survey.

a

thorough

Here is our first Ameri-

The committer showed unusual wisdom in pre;- ring

and administering the tests.

The questions *ere well graded and

presented under uniform, conditions, coliusi n was avoided and

impartiality reigned.
cipated?

The results were just as Mann h d anti-

"In arithmetic, the possible number of right answers

was Sutfo, the actual numoer vas 107*.

In considering the re-

sults, it must be remembered that not all the

division were e

amine-.'.,

sent for examination.

upiis in the first

only those whom the master chose to pre-

For instance, oot of

1;'15

scholars in the

selected 268
first class in the writing schools, only * carefully
These selected pupils made a score of
to- is the arithmetic tests.

o5# in accuracy."

58

Sow

had cause

KftSOl

the Raster 8

remrk:

t

ile of thunderbolts •

"What a

fit to assail mo again,

sfts

think

I

I

If

can answer
1.

them in such a

v.

ay as t- maka it resound t

Whether he realised it or not, Mann was now

the glory of God."
ill

a very commanding

Henceforth, he would have state-wide influence, teachers

position.

superintendents, and school coevaittees would lend an -ppreciative
Proa then on, his efforts increased and

ear to hi 3 suggestions.
his

re: :.rks

aao t mathematics began to be heard throughout the

state

However much we may approve of Mann*s stand, we can fully appreciate it

Applied

03*3?

when

e

turn to

own Arithmetic . .Tactical and

"Instead of groping

in which he says:

,

hi:,

.long the mole-

path of an irksome routine, with little other change than

froro

col-

lars and cents, to ^ounuo ana fences, or some other fa nil lap currency, and oith little other variety than from cloth to corn, or

seme other commonplace commodity, it
biography

,

erives its examples from

geogra ny, chronology and history

financial, commercial and

c

;

from educational,

vil statistics; from the laws of

light and electricty, of sound and motion, of chemistry, and astro2.
tiomy

,

and other of

-he

exact sciences."

His admirable text deals

shortly sitn fundamentals, (as this not meant t

be used in the

riaary grades) and then progresses to chapters on fhe Farm, The
(lard- a,

The Househo d, Strength of Materials, The Foad, The Engi-

neer, The Laboratory, The Counting House, Statistics.

not only must we have
the times, but

pedagogy.
1.
fc.

v,e

a text

Evidently,

which la adapted to the spirit of

must also have trained teachers and enlightened

No render Mann is called oar first American educator.

No. Sj page 7.
Ho. o4, Preface.

59.

ill.

After Horace Mann, the Texts.

The writer wishes to ea.'hasize particularly that
Horace
Mann merely introduced a new era. He did not remain

to see that

it was aroperjy inoucted into practice.

wholly heeded.
this progress

Progress was being
w-,s

He was heard, but not

u.ade by

the intellectuals, but

not yet ready for popular consumption.

That

the old text v*| still desired is demonstrated by
the fact that

new editions of Davies's Practical Arithmetic .
Emerson »s North

tBS&i&m Arltaaetic, Russell's Ratiunal

rlthzgotie f*r* pat on

the market and enjoyed a large sale.

After I860, we have the publication of many noteworthy
books.
It must be raaeaibered that the texts ropres^nt
the most advance-'

theory

of the time and that practice in the classroom is always

years behind this pedagogy
In arithmetic we have hurnhasi's

^w

Edition of Arithmetic

,

Ahere "the application oi the cancelling principle i? a
characteristic of Uiis text."

Also,

should be confined $0 the

"it

tmmm

s
s;.t

not expected that the teacher
down in the book.""*"

Jowls B. Thoaa3 in his Cental Arithmetic

r-ays:

"It is be-

lieved that euch dislike for the study of arithmetic and reich

unnecessary discouragement have been occasioned by the abruptness
from easy to difficult questions."
- .
.

No. V, Preface.
No. 35, Preface.
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Fitter »s Analysis of written A rithmetic is the source of
the statement that "pupils -re usually given rules toe fast.

There must be drili."

illustration of the rule is not enough.
Joan L. French says:

Mere

"If the understanding is thoroughly
2.

reached, learning miXl take care of itself."
These ideas are repeated .again and again.
strate the general trend.

They all demon-

Evidently, there -as arising the belief

thy t
1*

The content of the matheKtatical texts could be improved.

2.

The mind of the child responds to certain treat-

ment and fails to respond in other cases.
2

There must be a more careful and better graded
study of the fundamentals*

highly
That these ideas *ere being introduced to our teachers is

important.
In the algebra te-^ts,
feoefcs

there was little improvement.

-re barren, dry and synthetic in treatment.

of these works suggested a mode of instruction

our attention*

These

However, one

hlch deserves

orally
T he idea that algebra u-ight be presented

Tower.
seems to have occurred almost accidents in 1845 to David

Tower was an instructor of the blind.
thus afflicted -as a necessity.

Oral instruction to people

It brought good results and

school,
Tower was encouraged to apply this method to the ordinary
"After a question is read, eall on
He used it in this manner:

...

8*

No. 15, Preface.
No. 16, Preface.

61.

some one ~n the class to repeat it; on another, to st <te what
is required; on a third for the data fr m ahich the answer is
to be deduced*, so continuing through every step of the process

of solution.

To realize that this metaod is an improvement, the

reader only has to glance back at the old copy book method.
ever, the following attitude

fcas

How-

unfortunately the usual one:

»Tc ths student of icathem&Lics, i-.bor is discipline; and dis-

cipline, after

ai._,

is the true end of education.

In the geometry text, %s see improvements.

We note a de-

iinite feeding that Euclid, in its original form, was not proper

subject s&tter for beginning

-up lis.

Mrs. Anna Cabot Lowell

suggest that sodels of the different types of solids, should
bs presented to a beginning class and thtit these solids should
be compared, described am: contrasted.

The class should then

roeeed to the study of lines and angles.
should attempt Euclid .
of Pedagog>

reraarss,

Finally, the group

On this score, Rsumer in his Hj story
w ^any

educators -re now agreed that

uclid»s demonstrative course should be proceeded by one of intuitive nature.

5?

As reixerated in other texts, this pedagogist

thought that reasoning in geometry should proceed from the study
to
of geometrical for* to proposition., not frors definitions

demonstrated .theorems.

U
;>.

3.

Ho. cu, Preface..
Ho. SO, Preface.
So. %Z

0£

.

it.

After Horace I arm, the Practice

of EcuIn the unrmal reports of the Massachusetts Board

*as heing
cation, we get the most reliable information of what
and superindone in our schools anr vhat the various secretaries

tendents thought about the contemporary situation.
In 1850, we read,

« Among

the faults observable in the mode

more importeaching in the common schools is that of attaching
general defect is that
tance to words than to things. Another very

wf

that of an adult,
of treating the mind of a chili too much like
imagination...
nother error of instruction is the neglect of lie
In

is
the evil of the common course is that a child

m :thesatici.

can perform the ordinary
put upon complicated processes before he
with ease and accuracy. We often hear corn-

operations

&

numbers

need most is
faints against books in arithmetic, but what we
trouble about
teachers; if they are right, there will Mi little
1.

books

*

by which those
As early as 1655, «an arbitrary inversion

subjects which

re most important are most neglected.

Arithmetic

U> it are «ad* the
is stuoied year after year and recitations
select! n of reading is not
test work of ihe school. . .wnile

Proficiency in arithmetic is

deemed worthy of study at ail.

character or a school,
thought to be better a criterion of the
other studies
sad of the scholarships of the pupils than the
2.

pursued."
i.

So. 1, 1350, Page 33.
SO. 2, 18;: 5, P-ges Tc and

i

6£.

In

.i.8C5,

the same complaint, "So other study occupies so

much time in the public schools as arithmetic.

If, with so much

of the school life given to arithmetic, our children do not

uecome accomplished arithmeticians, a serious cefoct must exist

©where."
In 1878,

manner than at present*
or

crie

sight be taught

* Arithmetic

One

lie of WOO

"in a
,

sore .-Tactical

one stick of timber,

lot of land, actually measured by the pupil and the re-

sults wrought out, or one transacti n at the store, >ith the
.

exenan&e made and the bill of goods written by the ,u.Hs, is

wortn a score of abstract examples auich one never sects with
f

2.

uutside tne text book."
In 1073, "Full success in this branch of g'thoautics will

never b© realized until there is complete es.neipati n from the
slavery of tart boots.

Our new curricula which prescribes sub-

jects rather than pages is alreaoy an improves .en t In this direction... In arithmetic, questions that simply test the endurance
of the pu..Hs by their lengtn are nc longer tests of knowledge.
Nor are they of equal value as sentul disc-. line.

What «e gain

in the time of holding the attention Is sore than lost in intenB*
sity . *
In 1877,

"The

lsa::-edlate

goal to be reached in the study of

si&theuaties is the acquisition of a useful an.ount of

knowledge, with the ability to use it
rcctiy

km

o.

n

;

clear y.
,

rea-.

iiy and

We should bear in mind tnese

So. i, page 118, lu-65.
So. 1, page 224, ISTg.
Mo. 1, uage ^03, 1 -72..

e:

s|

-

ecif ic

resf It cor-

rinc iciest

64.

1.

In childhood, the emotional activities are greater

tnan the nsental activities.
2.

Both .single and r ••••!« ted perceptions aust be clear
and distinct in order uiat the aesiory say

-Jo

its

proper work.
The Imagination and reflective powers of children

cannot live and thrive
«i.

n abstractions*

Children, when their aindo are acting freel> and

naturally, think ano reason.
5.

The mind is not educated until its po-ter, not oni>

of gaining knowledge without help, but also of applying and using Its knowledge has

be..-n

drawn out

1.

and made effective."

From all theiie ideas, we conclude that oar educators considered that the problems of organization, financing and housing
in Massachusetts education were quite weli solved and that the

problems of cl

.s

.roon teaching occupied their interests,

f.m

see that there was at least a realisation that the isind was of

some consequence, that we should develop principles with wnlch
to get the beat out of the mind of the individual and that these
pi

incipies should be applied in the eiassroota.

We also note the

feeding tuat, although anathema tics had grown into our curx iculu-::.,
the time spent on it was not justified by any aajor f_chievffients

an the part of the average student.

To remedy this situation, it

was insisted that sathessatics must deal with the objects and events
of dai-iy life.

These arguments

we are about to ulscuss
^.

Mo. 1, page

— the

1-, 1:77

wer<-j

to be continued in the period

scientific! era.
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i.

General Walker and the Boston

We

h-.

.•chools;;. t rs.
s

W< noticed In the previous section that there

most universal diaaatisfocti n

a>:-ong

teas

al-

schoolmasters as to the re-

sult of the teaching of mathematics in the contemporary curricu-

i«h

On this score, Gener

al

Fr ncis V>aik r, president of i-aasa-

chusetta Institute of Technology , presented his suggestions
Los ton School Board and they were unanimously excepted.

t->

the

Here at

last s&S something definite, in ^reat contrast to the nebulous

theorising which had proceeded.

There were passed the following

orders concerning the study of arithmetic:
1,

Home lesions in arithmetic should be ^iven out oniy
exeep t i one 1 ca s e a

g«

The mensuration of the trapezoid

nd of the trape-

zium, of the pyramid, cone and sph re; compound

interest, cube root, and its applications

;

e

.

cation

or payments, exchange, similar surf ces, metric
system-.,

compound proportion and

c mpoun

pax tner-

ship, should not be included in the required course.
S*

All exercises in fracti -ns, coa&ission

i

nd

..-ro_,

or-

tlan should be confined to small numbers.
4.

In practical problems, ail exercises are to be avoided

which any fairly intelligent and

r>trer.-.ive

child of

the nge concerned would find of considerable difficulty,

69

5.

In oral arithmetic no racing should be permitted;
but the dictation

hould be of raoierate difficulty

sad ra idity.
6,

The average time devoted, to arithwotic throughout
the primary ana grammar school should be not sore

than three and a half hours per

tree J:.

Here General Walker gives his first consideration to the

-

hi.Id,

or science.
with only secon ary ev h&sis on the teacher, the school
pour results of
He felt that this was necessary to eliminate the

^theaatxeai instruction in taia country.

The

ease

of the d'f-

or inferior
ficulty *as not unprepared teachers, abominable texts,

teaching

Mttio-.<«,

but the fact that we had forgotten that echo,

1

was made for the eniid.

tors

e u,aAfter the publication of the above report, American
of Europe.
bcj;,n t, notice the child-centered pedagogy

d great influence
The result «as that some of these pedagogists h

on future American education.

70.

ii.

Herbart, Grube ana Freubel.

Je&n Frederic Herbari (1775-1841) and his precepts bed long
been accepted in Goruany

.

laws of ins true ion had

h

His o-ucati.nai phi lose hy
en minutely

five unvarying steps of instruction:

:

To Her bar t th re

allowed.

clearness, association,

sy stea&tlzati on, generalisation and applieati n.
so.

nd his

Like ssany

.-.hiio-

hers he could not see that this order was much toe unbending

and only partially satisfactory.

Herbart was

a

into practice.

Qod-send
In

..he

.a

hi

a

However, to the American teacher,

ideas were enthusiastically ushered

aathesiaoics das.,, this meant the appli-

cation 01 the live steps of instruction and added emphasis on object teacning.

Herbart evolved an educational ay tea for the higher grades.

Frederich Froebei did this for the pre-school

chili.'.

In his

kindergarten, we hove the fir^t recognition of the "play" concept.

Children were given tasks which would strengthen their

bodies, e.\cercise their senses and engage their awakening uinds.

Applied to the kin ergarten, this idea was prac ticabie, but it was
later emphasized in all types of education.

Another European of note .as Hans Grube.
heuristic, because it tried to make the
teacher .
s

end his

u.

11

His method was

work instead of the

He aavises the teacher to have the first grade child
t

se with nu-r-oers one to ten only.

The process is -low,

71.

but ,.hen

tiia

year is over, the pupil understands the numbers

one to ten, the concepts involved and all pos ibie combinations
of thosi.

He is well grounded for the work of the second year

which is concentrated on the numbers ten to one hundred.
The principles of Borbart, Froebel and Grube made their
•tfflerlcan

debut in new

to.

ts about 1990.

They were the basis of

the splendid efforts of Dewey and his followers.

For instance,

Ellen Barton, in her Language Lessons in Arlthu*tic f devised a

method

s

siaiiar to Grube but not carried

t,

his

ntHM

of useless

1.

repetition and siechanism."

George Atwood initiated his "spiral

arithmetic" wnich can summarized in one word "review".
i-ys, "The spiral

;

As he

lan consists in daily reviewing what h mi been

taugnt before and then introducing nev material."

Ail of our

progressive texts, at least, insisted that the teacher appeal to
the child through the senses, and that the order be philoso. hical,

but not necessarily logical.

This was helpful in the ear

y

grades,

but not helpful in stirring our secondary school teachers from

their

lv

ng neglect of algebra and geometry.

writer does not

By neglect, the

that these teachers had not assiduously taught

raean

algebra and geometry for years, even owerets nasized its importance,
out there had been no

:

©provessent s that could f vorably compare

&ith the work that had been done in arithmetic.

To satisfy

Herb&rtian demands there arose concrete or intuitional geometry.
It was kno

n

by other naiaes— observational, constructive or de-

monstrative geometry

,

which are merely variations of the same thing.

Later, it was to be elaborated on, but now it was suggested as
1.

Sc. 4, Introdocti n*
H 0> L i Intro uctiB.

72.

i.

an introduction

MM

the course in formal geometry .

t

ttempts, tht beginning geometrician

with cspasa and rule.

v?a;

In these

allowed to measure

He b.dlt and wor/.ed with geometric

rro-

He wmu definitely presented "objects before ideas".

ucis.

In algebra, J.

v.

McDonald r«ma*ked that "the critical

period is the first two s nths.

Here the teaching w&s usually

defective a&d vague expressions such as "a over b* or "transits

posed" were thrust upon an unwilling

.

u^il." As secretary of the

Board of Kfjucation, Mr. Dickinson of- en stressed this desirability of beginning algebra with concrete cases, no juggiim? of

abstract symbols, out as attempt to impre
wt

s

the .student with the

rth ana reality of algebra.

.Ko.

13

Annual Report

Jsoar.;

of education, 1881, page o!7.
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lfi.

John Dewey.

At the turn of the century, the leader of those Ben who were

He

finally to reorganize American education came into prominence.
<*as

John Dewey, horn in Burlington, Vermont, graduated from the

University pt Vermont sad John Hopkins University in 1334.

taught philosophy at the
Chicago,

.

t the

Univers.'.

He

ties of Minnesota, Michigan and

latter place, he first von national fame cs direc-

tor of the £«:hool of Education,

Dewey is par excellence the edu-

He was highly cogni-

cator of democracy and the inquscriai era.
zant of che .:ociai

;

no the economic factors which made up this

twentieth century, us *ell as the educational ones.

Here vas a

ne* country our sting with wealth, independence and imperialism.

There were many jobs to be done an
fill these Jobs efficiently.

y -uth needed to be trained to

Dewey saw no better place for this

Why, he asked, should we give students but

tnan in the schools*

a Classical education and then leave them to

i

allow disconsolately

in the mire of confusion after they quit school?

Dewey had no

patience with the class. cai approach and general concept of the

desirability of a "good" classical foundation.
"Education is

His dictum was

life", which to him meant that the schools must bet-

ter acquaint yo-tfa with the world in which we are living.

tion must be practical.

But how *as this to be effected?

EducaWere

we to take the practical facts and teach them hewristicaliy?

Be-

fore answering this, De*ey chose to investigate the character of
the learning

process.-

.

To him learning

v.as

merely the ability to

74.

recall specific experience;., while the experience wnich was most
vital ana therefore the

ssost

easily remembered was *aoing.

ff

The only obvious conclusi n was that the student should learn
by

*ooing B , not learning facts but understanding .irinciples and

processes.
no was another who evolved ideas slmi~

John Perry of
lar to

.?e-wey

He remarked,

,

a
rl

which were soon to spread throughout our schools.
have said that it is usefulness which mist de-

termine what subjects ought to be taught to chil ren and in .hat
ways.

I

sas

th&t the old Alexandrian method is bad.

Perhaps the

mathematicians will forgive B$ impertinence in saying that even
for the boy who is likely to become a great mathematician that

method is

b»ui.

Even so, we have ten thousand Tows, Picks,

and Harrys mentally destroyed for the sake of a great ^atnemaRather let Tom make his own discoveries, let hia edu-

tiei&u.

cate his&self through his f rmer experience.
.

ondor the name of

having

ne.-t

t-

\

It is a social wrong

ure science to force such minds into paths

no meaning and consequently loading ne t to no-

where* n

Somewhat later, Siraon Sewcomb suggested:

educational value in very short
ne of

an.

"There is

very easy lessons.

he main features I a® trying to develop.*

vr.ry

This is

In this

well-meant remark of Mr. Newcomb, we get some InkllfiJ of how
the Dewey

oncept might be misunderstood sad overemphasized to

a harmful degree by

the*

glorification of method which would

be the exact opposite of that of the
i.

No. 21, page 156.
Nu. 19, page 86.

isciallnarl&n.
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iv.

The Application of Dewey

Soever,
cepted by
Rome.

»s

Wans

to Mathematics

in 1909, y r . Dewey found his Ideas definitely
ac-

couaaisbion appointed by the International Congress
at

4

They recommended
i.

The elimination of non-essential topics.

u,

That in the seventh, eighth and ninth school years,
pupils should acquire sueh knowledge of mathematics
as the average well -educated person needs to possess

for purposes of general information*
o.

That this range of general information should invluc'e the

general y usable pert of intuitive geo-

metry, beginning algebra, simple formulas, the meaning of trigonometry ani the application of these
in commerce, industry end the arts.
4.

That this mathematical material should be re-

quired through the ninth year.
5.

That, after the ninth grade, mathematics should
1.

be elective.
At this time, few realised what a really strategic move

this

ifei

for the cosamission.

£ost of our so-called mathematicians

merely showed resi stttttCe to those new trends, not appreciating that

mathematics

v.as

a perfect target for the pragmatism of Mr. Dewey.

As the subject was commonly taught, it certain y was not practieal
1.

Bo. ?, p .ge 895.

78.

and it certainly was not life.

often occurred, that

r

feting Br. Dewey

-iscipiin ry

raving about the
But

oi

However, the natural reaction

,n

as a radical and

moral values of

hat of the doctrine of transfer?

atlcs.

s.;jthe

For years, it had been

the mathematics teacher • s boast that a lad who had Bartered their

science would be « superior student in other fields, because all
hi a mental powers would have so thoroughly developed.

Thorn6ike and aoodworth were teaching otherwise.

Messrs.

In their studies

at Ooiuabia in 1901, where highly related aent&l abilities were

studied,

;uch as training in estimating areas, length, sizes,

observation and perc^pti -n of various forms, they were forced to
wonciude:

"It se as likely that spreads of practice occur only

where idantica. elements are concerned in the influencing and in-

fluenced functions.

There are no general functi ..ns such

tention, ^orers of observation, powers of observation

s

at-

accuracy.

?nd

This vas undoubtedly the greatest solar-,. ley, t|S blow that
Educa-

mathematics had received In the history of our country.
tors looked back upon entries of misdirected effort.

fects, after twenty-five years, have been, in the

opinion entirely purgative.

v.

The ef-

r iter's

Faced with the choice of scientific

disapproval or fitting school mathematics to tne new era, educators Side the
a reorgaaUUati
casse

j

-roper and wise decision.

n or their field,

Jsany

They were to at teas, t

noteworthy suggest! ns

forward aa to the means by which this sight be effected.
In arithmetic, there were vast improvements in Algerian

•Additive subtraction'* was a real contributi n, and the Austrian
thou of division
1.

m

a

bo. n

to ooth teacher and pupil.

S*. 7, piste S, in back of cover.

In

satilti plication,

instead of presenting the comparatively hard

table of sevens in it* logical order,

assay

teacher? presented it

last because- children found It hard r to grasp.
new arithmetic aore efficiently

md easily

Thus was the

taught.

Sot only that,

but any subject which could De treated quantitatively and «as

familiar in the life of the average ehil", case to be considered
good aaterial for the mathematics lessen.
In the graaaar school or what *as in sea* places the junior

high school, the

a

vances were

i.ver;

aore startling,

Puoils were

learning the fundamentals of banking, finance and national affairs
in the ai&thesa lies class.
F or the nigh schoux, Miss
v.aa

tried cut in

sa-ae

Long proposed

a

system tehich

Kassachusetts cities, and which is still in

the process of eapsx laentati n,
aig...

Kd.'.th

bra, geometry and physics.

This was a g^aa for cur related
a Th©

Introduction of mathematics

unc?er these conditions is but the clothing of fairly well grounded
I.

inforaati-n in algebraic and geometric language «, Miss Long explains.

The amalgamated course was introduced daily for two

hours, with the

instruction,

.

rineiples furnishing the basic substance of the

These principles were arrive-- at inductively through

laooratory experiments, then problems were solved as application
of the physical principle, which final iy resulted in the foraula-

tion of mathematical la-s.

Professor Sewcoab

;-et

forth

cal representation by which the

matical
1.

idea--,

a

"system of

.•.•'vantage

isible and graphi-

of apprehending mathe-

in a concrete form should be gamed. After learning

So, 15, page 46.

7

.

fundamental processes, we extend o eratl- ns

t

continuous quantity
1.

by

lines and area a on paper or on the black bo^rd."

be more siiaule?

in gra..hs.

But until that time, few teachers were interested

Kewcomb, in his search for concr

.tenes.; in

stumbled an this as a good weans toward this goal.
were being presented to
zines.
it

What could

o..r

-itiaenr..

Graphs

in newspapers and maga-

They were fundamentally mathematical in natuw,

BMHNI reasonable

method

to insert thes in algebra courses.

Therefor*
This

was done and a to/le was added to the curriculum «hich has since
teen the delight of most secondary school students.
As to algebra, educators had been shown that performance

mus poor and that specific transfer

war,

impossible.

It seemed

advisable to strive for the inculcation of genera, concepts.

William Beta remarked , "I no not believe that the power to solve
problems is the greatest aim of a course of elementary algebra,
le ara se* king to form 9 habit of thinking in general number..."

Certainly during this period, the teaching of mathematics

had improved.

Dev.ey

had been heeded.

our mathematics curriculum had changed.

toward concretaaess and practicality.
had been encouraged.

The very foun. ation of
Steps had been taken

Psychol gicai research

S*S this to c ntinue?

Ho* 20, page S$&«
Sf. E. A. Journal, 19GB, page CC9.
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Psychological Testing.

psychologists, in parti*
About 191C, people, in general, and
place in our
i-* h a'-n fca realise that vast ehangoa had t ken
saethod-logy and in our curriculum.
to do a thing halfway.

A

And far oe it for A*er c*ns

statistical fcetnod

«

evolved and

«M

of psychological research. Shy
being utilised in certain branches
of the ne* pedagogical theories?
not use it to measure the resets
divine
occurred to them, and seomeo almost
Tfals question must h ve
seised upon »ita alacrity. Here,
in origin because it was certainly
scientific. No longer would theydeat least, *« a chance to be
Ho, there
or the traditional examination.
opinion
,n.i
psrs
upon
end
?

woul» be accurate measurements.
u «
«
scientific standards, we h -v te no
.

,,

worthy of respect

n ;;ose

IhHW
mhim

«" use

of causing
c-wmg to a conclusion

^

work."
very vital problems in school

and every new teat was
This, precept was generally accepted

greeted .nthusi.sticai
oi

a 'im of these.

.j.

p«,ose
We shall review the content and

vera the
^rob,biy, the » st widely used

of graded cables in the
Courtis jgith^tlc Test^, consisting
spewas to be ad*j ni stered for a
Tr af.h
„
test *a*
te^i
Each
operations.
fundasaentai

cific time period.
.cores .

"*>

*r. Courtis

attests

to determine from the

a standard of accomplishby many chiiuren a goal or

country over,
teacaers might accept the
.cnt for each grade *hich
1.

Ho. 7, page S58.

32.

thus furnishing themselves ^ith a valuable basis for comparison.

Another *as the "onroe Diagnostic Tests in arithmetic.
the purpose is quite simple.

of habits, so that
grasj,.

Here

Learning is analyst as a series

the faulty learning process he has failed to

The teacher is often presented vith the problem of just »hat

phase of additi n } for example is bothering Johnny.

Professor Monroe begins
with exercises of more

w- th very
co;.: , Ie.
.

In his test,

simple exercises, follows these

ity anc finally incorporates all

the adding difficulties in one problem.

Hence the teacher is en-

abled to discover Just where Johnny is having his trouble.

Similar to the Munro^ tests are the so-called progress tests,
hich

ar«-

designed to measure standing, progress and ability of the

individual student in relation to the rest of

.he

class.

Of the reasoning tests, Professor Stone*! is the bent knevm.
It should be n ted that he does not seek to Measure reasoning

power as such.

Rather he w nts to measure individual ability to

see the steps of soae cowton word problems.

After analysing the

processes necessary to the soluti.n of a specific problem, he

presents examples which demonstrate
a guide to the crux of

anali 01

them, thereby furnishing

the individual's difficulty.

In algebra, thera are the Bugg-Ciark tests, which present graded

worn designed to test the students aith regard to several formal

algebraic operations.
The Holt* Algebra

bale

make use of problems whose difficul-

ties hiiVe been determined not tnrough analysis but through

tical study of

ter-

ts results.

a

statis-

They have been administered to many

thousands so that the teacher say %eil compare her c.**»* wlta

8S

the norm

In georaetry, the teacher has an interesting problem with

which

wrest.

fee

Particular iy in 1310-1926, there were many dif-

ferent kinds of geometry

i

practice

shop work, intuitive geometry

i

mechanical drawing, formal proving of theorems and workino of
problems and correlotnd work
was valuable?
that thes«

various

t

'-ere

I

H ..e3ticns

ith other sciences,

they all of equal value?

vhich of these

Dr. Minnie*: hoped

could be answered by giving people with these

pes of training the Minnie." Geometry Test which waj to

show how much true geometric ability the student had aonieveo
Dr.

:

-innick assumed that this would be -lone, if he

ensured

The ability to draw a figure for a theorem.

1*

The ability to

st.-ite

the hy

r..

thesis ana con-

clusion ac urately in terms of the figure,
The ability to recall additional known facts con-

o.

cerning the figure.
The ability to

4.

s

lect from all available facts th-.se

neees ary for proof end to arrange the*, so as to
arrive at the desired

e

nclusion.

The reasoning t^sts were conservative attempts at measurements.

Those tests which tried

t-

measure the "native 9 aathe-

matieai ability of the individual must be called radical.
one denies, neverthies:

it would be

a

,

Ho

that if we could measure this ability

magnificent achievement,

foger's Test of Mathe-

matical Ability is significant in this field.

He assumes that

he is accomplishing his purpose by testing Algebraic Computation,
Superposition, Mixed Relation and Language.

In the sections on

,•

84.

algebra and geometry, eertain truths are first stated which
the stu ent will need if he is to successfully complete the

examination.

Here, we have at least a faint attempt to

lessen environmental influences and give the stuients a chance
to start at par.

Far f r a being merely the research of specialists, these
tests were

a

plied widely thro shout Massachusetts.

sere appreciate'

we say be sure when we rea":

That they

*Wh«n clairvoyance

and divination were for the first time in history replaced by

science, by the ino active experiments! method,

conscious of
...-;ce.

Mcs-

hov;

§m were

of the event that h d t,\ken

th«' moi.'ientousncss

few realised that the turning

;:-oint

in the history

1.

of mankina had been reached.

5'

Transfer and Interest.
Along with measuring abilities and results there vas
still the problem of transfer.
wjis

f

fter the study of mathematics,

there transier of training or vaa there not?

of this question

v,-as

a very

tance of partial studies

v.-

The anra pring

complicated task, where the impor-

as a.-t to be overemphasized.

On loo-

king over the experiment -1 data on this field, WS are at no
loss

t

t>lace.

1.

underrated why it

ftaj

that an argument arose in the first

Tiiorndike reported no transfer.

So. 12, page 416.

Judd reported

s

se.

Mellie
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Hewins reported
i t cu that
wot thar*
wiere
i

a«<* a
*
Q

a^^^a *»
decided
transfer
from the

mathematical to the biological sciences.
there wa* no
in uthei

tnHTv

Bugley reported that

from neatness in mathematics

*

ftefttB***

subject*.

Svttit found no transfer from reasoning
ability in mathematics to reasoning utility
in law and business.
Rietz and 3h,f* found a decide transfer
of ability from mathematics to ability in other subjects,
lad
it won*
ee

re ,rt

e

ntrad.ctlng the last.~*When we consider
Professor

Coutis's comm ent on ,uch remarks in general,
we are Inclined to
take teem ail with a grain of salt.
He says that no such
tudies are valid unless
1.

the criteria by which the nature of the
acilities

usured by the test were set, are satisfactory

;»;:.

*•

the reliability of the tests used have

kM

scien-

tifically douaastr-:* ted
the deveio;.»ent of general ability in
the specific

Held

has been proved to exist before the test
for

transfer was made*

toofc

However, the general educational population,
by and
violent sid t :s in the argument. There *ere
a few who were

stern disciplinarians and sale that "the fact
that a mathematical
;iece of worL must be right or wron-r and, if
*rong, the mistake

Must be discovered and corrected
step in a de&on. tration saust

lea--

V the

student; utf that a i>ase

to a false result, and that

correct reasoning must lead to correct result
is s: elesr an
analogy to moral life that the student gets
an excellent training
in habits of honesty tofl moral uprightness.
""".More were willing
to suggest that mathematics should not stay
in the curriculum unless
~.

Ho,

2

,

page 907

36.

it could justify itself by obe^

in*;

the doctrine of interests.

According to them, Math -ma :.ics jsust be made interesting at all
costs.

Clark and Otis suggest that there should be an end t« the

recitation—discussions are to
e

.

,

h&size that:

be the order of the day end they

*We have esse to see, in the light of new know-

ledge of the facts and principles of mental and raoral growth,
presented by genetic psychology

L

profits by.*

Lena.es and

,

that what 6 student enjoys he

Jenkins hope that each teacher will

realise the necessity for:
1.

Selection and organisation
,

matter to bring si»-

c£

lie ty
[

2,

Derivation and application to achieve practicality.

3.

Motivation through interest.

Through game:,, junior h gh scho- 1 is to bee me os interesting as
f

.

marbles.
a

The children w^uld profit

measure of profit.

b>

it because interest is

Taylor suggests that in high school, it

sight be weli to eliminate the te^t book until the advanced work.
Aii these concepts «ere not mer ly theories but went into

actual practice in the school systems of some localities.

The

whole isove&ent culminated in the Da It on Plan and the Progressive
Schools.

i.
«•

Mc.
So*

I'ref ace

Prtf-ce.

87.

iii.

The Dal ton tMan.

About 1980, Miss Helen Parkhurst and Mr. Frnest Jackmanstarted i daring experisent at the high school at Balton, Massachusetts.

Their first consideration

sent of the child.

sftf

His work was adjusted by himself as to speed

and a&iiy quantity.

Class progress uas measured by the median

rate of the individuals in the class,
but without

call

*

the school was graded,

grade rooas 8 or "home rooms 3 --Jacksan preferred tc

subject laboratories.

these;

the interest and advance-

Each teacher specialised in

one subject and managed a subject laboratory for ell student

above the fourth grade.

There was no time schedule, no bell to summon the child
from

to another.

ruo-i

pendently

,

The student apportioned his time inde-

deciding in which subject laboratory he would work

ut any particular peri d.

as he ;,ieaseo.

He entered and left the labors tories

St *as encouraged to talk with the other stu-

dents and to work with them.
His assi^nuents were in the form of monthly contracts,

large bunches of work in a subject, where the individual had displayed special interest.

progress

*-*s

There were no

;rks but the

,

upii's

recorded on gr phs at the front of each laboratory.

Here mathematics was taught as an inf orasatic-nal subject, and
in such a wanner as to give interest and variety t

The use of apparatus was
units..,

mwfltrtiitf liiHf _

the learner.

because nothing *as taught

it could be formulated Into a principle which could be

demonstrated and applied to daily life.

But were interest, variety

83

and independence the only ingredients and characteristics of

an acceptable pedagogy?

educators

ha/<

to answer.

This

war-

the next question which

89.
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C.

HCLUSIQg REGARDING

THE PEES£ST

THE FUTURE

>U'i)

OF KLEMESTAEY IISTBUCTIOI IN MATHKMaTICC.

i.

Controversial

During the

few will deny.

1;.

uesti ns.

st ten years that there hare been changes,

The versatility and the variability of these

changes are particularly noticeable, which in turn have brotight
to the fore, clamoring for

mW9 important educational questions
answers.
%4

Among them are these:

(particularly as a part of

Is mathematics necessary

formal instruction)

?

dently abolitionists or

There are many amons us, evideafts

uctionists by nature, who

maintain that mathematics should be forcibly ejected from
our curriculum; that it hampers the creative ability
the individual; that it is needed

omj

of

be the relative-

ly few who become engineers or scientists.

Should mathematics be taught as an informational subject?

There are others who are vastly aware of the com-

plexities of modern life,

nd plead that if we fail to

use exclusively modern factual material there is no ex-

cuse for mathematics at all.

They realize that every

day the average citizen is called upon to know wore facts,

if he is to com; ort bin-self in a manner pleasing to his

friends and profitable to himself.
8* Should the child be permitted to use his own creative

ability to work out has own ^repositions and, in general,

98s

his own fflatnematicai concepts?

It Is an admitted fact

that we remember well academic material which we "discover*

for ourselves and some gu so far as to say that it is
only tha

type of materia... which is retained; that there Is

nc sense in forcing the individual Into

s <eci.f c
i

:

&ih& cf

learning, oecause he fails to respons to such treatment.
4.

ifi.

there any particular disciplinary value in mathematics?

As

M

have sen, this la

animated argument.

topic which brings forth much

??aturai^, discipline in mathematics is

of iittpe vaiue if it is wholly untransferable

tivities.

:ven If it is,

is not only unimportant

t<

other ac-

some say that a disciplinary aim

i:ut

exceedingly deleterious.

Those

who ho^d this belief insist that no student thrives under
sci _ine and that he should live in an environaent full

of encouragement.
5.

Shall we depend upon psychological testing as the only valid means of

rsie

a taring ability

,

progress and interest?

Tne psychologists would teii us to abandon all a tempts

tosard philosophical measurement,

Man must be treated

like a nmenlne and given tests base.' upon psy etiological re^ a arch

if we hope for valuable resulta.

But the opinions

of what is desirable difier so much among the psychologists

that the problem beeomes even «ore difi icult.
6.

Should we train for life in terms of an occupation or in
terms of life as a who. e?

employment, *hen
worth, is beset

the-

witi

scho-

In this
-1

.ge

of increased un-

graduate, no mat er

"

hat his

numerous def t *i cuitiea , m me taink that our

93.
be that of preparing
first consideration should
in the industrial
young aerlean to take his place

the

world.

occupational!* he Is then
If be is well situate*

to life generally. »**
in a position to adapt himself
would emphasise leisure tioe
a similar precise, some
broadest sense
education, training for life in its
adjust himself to vocational
and letting the student later

problems.
obvious questions and it
There are only a few of the more
position
writer that we are in
has been the finding ot the
two specific
m§*
to tonn the.
development of mathematics
conditio: CD We must review the

m*mm*» mm

™

mm

«»t
(*)
the last two centuries,
crurlng
country
this
in
The first, the writer has
develop B .hiloso.hy of eduction.
It is the second point
pages.
tri ed to do in the preceding
vrhich we shall no* consider.

9<=.

A Philosophy of Education

That we need
the la* sen.

a

philosophy of education is apparent even to

The auitltude of contradictory views on education

la enough to convince us that many educators hsve no vision and

idea where education is going, should go, or why it should tra-

vel in any particular direction.

setter?

How are we to determine the

Most of us moderns vrould say scientifically, demonstra-

ting the present day obsession for anything that can be labelled

science*

What is science?

Is it

southing which

valid in itself, and thereby f^rord-ined as
ani decider of v. lues?

sties*

M^n>

a

Is inherently

proper measuring

would have us think so, but

actually science is undershot with as many assumptions as philosophy.

This is overwhelsinsiy true in the so-c rolled sciences of

sociology and psychology.

Take, for example, one aspect of psy-

chology as related to education

—sent a 1

testing.

sider the matter seriously, %e note these

r.ss:

When we con-

-actions

naming

through the whole program:
i»

That *e can seasuTs the ability, aptitude or knowledge
by behavior.

g.

That the capacity for different activities is ascertainable.

£.

That the factors of chance do not operate.

4.

Thut the emotional status of the individual will not
influence performance.

95

Mental testing, th*n,

U

not scientific tmA never will be.

It is in the same class as the statistics
which seaside how many
and assume that they h ve assured how
desirable. We can

never

wh*t is a good education for the car-enter,
farmer
or professor by job analysis.
As Professor Counts remarked
teli.

"The goals of education cannot be

detained

by scientific method.

Attempting, then, to ascertain the goals of
education not

sei&ntifica^y, but phiiosophic&ijy , we

s

ek to ans^-r the

question, "What purpose should education fill?*

But ultimately

educati n should serve the individual, so we
must ask, "What
should the individual soek in life?" To ae it
seems th't he
should seek his own welfare and hap mess through
cooperation with
the desires of the soeiai group.
to properly participate in

inevitable

c

sM

our

The best

to go this would be

ocial institutions.

The

.nciusi n follows, that the goal of education should

be the enabling of the individun

to le-d such a Iife~to prepare

lor the well-balanced participation in the social institutions .
But vrhat is the nature of our institutions?

tities which are constant in character?

yesterday?
Only a
th>>

Are they as they were

Rill they be the saae tomorrow as they are today?

pM

reflection will convince us that the instituti ns,

fardiy, iocs! cos^unity, st-ite, industry, church, school, press,

standard of living and customary recreations

variable things possible.
but the probability of
i

Are they en-

few year

..

i

—

a. 1

are the rsost

We are faced with not the possibility,
very changed set of institutions within

We have no way of prophesying their characteristic?,

96

and we are to attempt to educate youth for the
proper activities.
Bhat are we to do?
In the writer's opinion, we cannot with
equanimity overlook
a

possible telle function of education.

ment as to

sgftat

There must be an agree-

we are working for, whit kind of a society

sire and drive toward that end.

Of course, for this idea

m
t.,

de-

come

into fruiti n involves not the work of years, but
of centuries.
It involves a national unity which we now lack,
a conviction in the

desirability of social
vice

m

.ln:.ti

luring, a working system of civil ser-

ns whereby every government office-holder would be

subjected to the most careful scrutiny.

statesman must

n:- ve
;

Our

edu>.

ators and our

social vision and proper understanding of

the learning proees.. to strive for this.

So few realise that in the educative process Itself we are

not considering the process of f

r^ a

i

education.

The great mass

of the eduction of the individual is not gaL.ed in school, but
in the several other institutions.

Therefore the curricula.} of the

school should be Bade up of those subject-, that information.

material, that ^disciplinary* material which the student would

not otherwise nave the opportunity
tutions.
in our

t

acquire in the other insti-

This will eliminate much of the fal-de-rol that is now

curricuxu^— religious training, too aucn physical edu-

cation, too much 'patriotic*
country.

eta ...has is

It would add otner iteuis

—an

of the past glory of our

exhaustive study of in-

ternal relationships, the essentials of psychology, better ap-

preciation of tne arts.
Above all, education

atu.st

not enhance individual difference,

37

minimize th eft, strive for understating of the
common
lot of man, and the common purpose which
*e serve. fc« must
&iaii*Ue the advantages of the nhit. collar class,
and through
a thoroughly cuUural education, bring
an appreciation of
the a*ore humble occupation of the farmer,
and ordinary worker.
After all, -I, of us cannot be e ecutives,
sinor or others r.e,
and th* desire of the group to attain such
positions brings only
unhap tmsM and impoverish >ent Id the mass of
cut.

society.

The ?lac:

of Arithmetic.

Is arithmetic to be included in our future
curriculum?

It certain jy is, not only by traoition but by choice.

daily work and

..-lay

In the

oi any person, there is and will be a constant

need for the application of arithmetic.
in our teaching of this subj .ct?

But what is t. be the aim

To the writer's Bind there four

very funo mental principles:
1.

To give the pupils a knowledge of the funds mental pro-

cesses end terms necessary to meet the needs of life.
£.

To aevelo,.. in pupils the poser to reas n accurately in

meeting the problems that are likely to occur in business
transactions and the practical affairs of life.
£•

To develop skill, accuracy and rapidity in dealing filth

numbeis suitable

t,

the age and experience of the students

98.

4.

upils in interpreting and comprehending the

To aid

ouantltative problems that

aA.se in the

To realise these alias, the writer feels it is

world's activities.
visible to proceed

in a manner similar to the following one:

first, the teacher must decid" whether the pupils are to
In a large school, this will

be subdivided into graded divisions.

probably be advisable and will save

on Che part of the instructor.

a

lot of time and energy

However, in the average or •wall

sciioo., this is certainly not the case.

Ejy

grading, the indivi-

dual differences are aggravated, where they should be lessened.
The fundamental principle that nine- tenths of learning is a process

With this in mind, however, we

of passive mentation is ignored.

see tnat in an ungraded group, there is the greatest possible

opportunity for the dull to learn trim the bright and, with the
skilled teacher, for the encouragement of the superior
The

tfeMfe

The writer is

of arithmetic should begin <*srly.

convinced that 1 ng poswive inurement to a particular
aent i* much more -•ffecti ve then
stud,,

in that same environment.

a

;upil«

envlr-.

n-

short period of intensive

When begun at this early age,

or at any age, there is an sbs -lute necessity in asking the

work "interesting".

To ga in thi s interest, the teacher bases

ev=ry part of her Instruction on the past experiences of the pupil.
Tills

means

crete sat
a

fchi

rit.i

t,

for the lower grades, particularly, much con-

and varied objective work.

By varied, is meant

frequent change of the object material use

attention to visual or pieture aids.
asust be

motivated.

and decidedly aore

In other *©rds, the work

The problems should be those

has ret or will meet in the near future.

*

ich the student

We have seen the

ft,

1 lure

99.

in the past was at leas$

p

rtiaiiy due to ignorance of theue

.r^ncipxes and the presentation of material which h-d no initial meaning to the student,

mother means of motivation

is through construction work,

But here let me i.,sue a word of naming.

projects and gapes*

Nothing is more stupid than an overdose of this motivation or
"play* theory.

Edueatl n is not and should not he play.

more, there is no

j

Further-

sychological or logics basis which would nuke

this seem desirable.

Ee do not necessarily learn or remember

«hnt we enjoy or forget

wh-'it

we dislike,

glance at our own

k

personal experiences till justify that remark •

Then we must also

ask ourselves, "In the future participation of the individual in
the soei&l institution, will his experiences be a series of

games or so tl voted performance it*
In order

t-..

Tha anew r is
.

a

very firm "no 8 .

tr in for the disappointments, hardships

arid

dif-

ficulties of life, we must insist on attention and hard work, although

suase

of It way be slightly uninteresting to the student.

In arithmetic,
:

means that there will be a sensible

thii>

ount of drill or purposive repetition.

Some maintain that in-

creased repetition ^oes not bring increased mental imagery, but
that learning comes through the >stait concept of "insight*.

However, there seems to be more evidence which favors drill work.
It must be short, snappy

,

direct and not too easy to be effective,

although there are individual differences in

ny group,

the good arithmetic teacher viii keep each student occupied at

his maximum capacity, MWl heed the frequent need of remedial

measures.

Instruction for individual difficulties must be given.

100.

For the chile

masons,

is having great difficulty, for unaccountable

v?ho

a hos-ie-made, an&lytieai, diagnostic test is as good

as anything.

gye&test error committed by many teachers is

.'robab...y the

that of offer ing disconnected (as far as the students are concerned)
bits of informal! n.

What he should be teaching is daiiy life clothed

in quantitative language.

He must move slowly and

c

utiously,

oaaong each step on information which is sc W&XX known to the class
as %u ha ve bec,.«e

:a

cond-nature.

For ex&&, le,

t«.

aching the eul-

to..ilcation tables alone and as such is a waste of tiee and a

method b.'aed on fallacious assumptions.
position, i learning if the

eEj-loy

8x7.

should reaiembe-r that
a x 8
Si.

rsui-.I-

So it is ridiculous to

-ieation table.

The student

56, not by its relationship with

or d x «, but because it is a fact ahich he has used in his

plied

t.ork.

In large groups, the standard tests are of use, but should
toe

used sparingly.

r*ork

of the class.

They will measure, principally, the average
aste of tiee

In a saall group, they are a

since any interpretation based upon an individual score would be

%ulte worthless.

It.

is only v:hen these t

r-ts

S«vef«i other kindo of judgment (teacher* s and
the individual results are at

sLi

are coupled with

other *s) that

significant.

iv.

The Place of Geometry and Algebra.

As in arithmetic ion*- inurement to geometry and algebra,

an

e-

riy instruction in the subjects is advisable.

The

sees no reason *hy there should not be continued encouragement
fc.r

its induction

int.-

m

the Junior

rjh

school.

Succe sfuliy introducing a eour e in plane geometry is

about

tn>.

hardest taing kno*n to

„

a:

in

tsy

humbie opinion.

Here

we ^re introducing to a grouo of adolescents m. da borate science
•hose very .name they do n t understand.

It is difficult in the

first place, bee.-use it is practically impossible to convince a
of fourteen year olds, that they should study anything

t-r'/u;.

*h tever.

This difficulty mutt be overcome by making the work of

the first few w<-eks in itself be explanation enough to the fact

that study lag geometry is acsoiuteiy essential t
na;:

iness.

their future

To do this, give taem compass a;", aid rulers, use no

text, and asake the work as concrete as possible.

Amy normal

child is capable of "see ng" the first few theorems, the axioms and

postulates with no more than his own come.-n sense an; the teacher's
encouragement.
be

Then there

:.re

Simple field measures,

deu rm.ned, which will arouse

reas to

the cooperation and Interest of

any class.
.

aother difficulty is that it seems to the student mani-

festly absurd to pr.ve

vPn

t

you can

iainiy see with your own

two eye^,

Phy should, he prove the angles

th t they

re

t-.

e. 4 u::l?

e»|$&.l

ahen he

c

n see

This can be taken care of by demonstrating
'

the student the fauitlness of his own sense of judgment

vision by having him compare such diagrams as -Pese:

:

no
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which
A third difficulty is the matter definitions
be introouced

tc,

faasfy

the student to provide a workinr vocabularly,

Memorisation, in the first stages of geometric
sheer barbarism, but a series of

le-.r-

ing, is

ercises usin* these terms

both singly and mixed is vulte effective.
she
If the teacher surm unts these ear.y difficulties,
yf.il

After

find her geometry class less of a problem every day.

beginnin:
the first crucial *eeks are over, thera comes the

formal geometry.

active.

I

of

&era the method should be overwnte-lmingly in-

Given a clear rflagr*

,

understanding of

the,

language—

any normal child can prow* for h-aself most of the propositions
in plane ueoaetry.

Naturally

,

it would not do for every student

in the cia.s to have his own private proof, so after the class
the best
a** considered the various met ho s, they should choose

mathematics
one, adopt it for class use and record it in their
Hjttllllf

Besides, it

fit

often wise for the students

to

show

themselves the need for entering u on the proof of & now theorem.
the meaning
For instance, if the teacher desires the class to learn
the
and proof of "Two tri angles are congruent It two angle* vaA
and the
included side of one are respectively equal to two angles

tnclu ed side of the other

5

*,

she should present a problem like this:

103

The students will ^ee th

;t

if the proposition were true, they

could e.si.y solve the problea.

At this point, the students are

wi-iing to try their hand at proving the above

o no ted

propo-

sition, and do not fydl that they are being driven to prove

something for vnich there i3 no

cttial

need.

A continue ti

n of

is
tnls general method throughout the course, shere every fact

needed before it is leered, and applied aany times afr.er*ards,
should

a^afce

the whole program

In aigebr

transition f r
after nl
C

.

,

.

a

success..

the situati n is

arithmetic

l's

,uite

ifferent in that the

distinctly easier.

Algebra, is,

merely genera lixed arithsetic and the class c n he *-£sily

nvinced of the superiority of this shortcut method.

are inclined to forget
the curriculum.

teachers

the fund ardent-:; 1 purpose of algebra in

i-

First, it should teach roethods of solving equations

and secondly, it should trr,in the student

numbers.

Art

U

tnink in general

jugglers
It is certainly not its purpose to train :,gil*

of B&tbeBstie&i

sy.-

.

If *e k .ep this steadfastly in nsind,

bolisaa.

and constantly in pr ctic.

,

we cannot go far wrong.

Solving

on the funce-.ua.ions should involve, of course, ouch eniph sis

tion concept.

This

c--n

be given concrete -intodiment in terms of
I

through -'ra,hs.
everyday experience and visual interpretation
since the underThis part of algebra is exceedingly practical

stating of graphical language is
reusing.

However, except to

further, algebra cannot u

a

tho.-;e

a

prerequisite t* intelligent
who are to study aathCEatica

-id to have rauch Of practica

value teere ilea in the opportunity which this subject
affords for euoea hard thinking is admitted.
§&sfc

value.
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This is sometfting to which the student
self because life will
The

algebra

UiUc-ii

taany
.

taust

habituate him-

times require such efforts of him.

ioolems are

far- fr

m satisfactory.

Why cannot algebraic principles be demonstrated in pr-oblerds of
ars

interesting nature ratner than in those which deal exclusively

*ith A and B, trains, boat races and

e.

p tying pipts?

The mater-

ial could be gathered from modern agriculture, physics, chemistry, geography

,

banking, finance and politics.

a^-reciate subject matter such 36 this, becau

The student can
e it is

brought

to his attention every day of his life.

The writer has formulated 'hat In her opinion are the

principles by vdiich mathematics should be taught to the present
aay boy ana girl.
ov,n

oat.1 ax

these

Many of them she has alreaay tried to her

action in the class room.

If upon trial the rest of

rineipies prove unsati factory, she will h ve an adequate

basis for rationally changing her joint of

vie?.

.

She should be

a better mathematics teacher and thus fulfill the main purpose

of this thesis.
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